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CHIRON: THE HOLY GRAIL OF HEALING
CHIRON: THE HOLY GRAIL OF HEALING

A Native American prophecy states that when the Planet of Healing is discovered, the sacred teachings of the ancient warriors would return to Earth. Chiron, the Planet of Healing, was discovered in 1977.

In this chapter we will explore what Chiron means for humanity and how vital its healing influence is to the Earth’s transition and rebirth. The energetic presence of Chiron supports humanity to shift and evolve alongside the changing elements within our dimension.
Chiron is an energy that expresses itself to us through cosmology, mythology and astrology.

1. In **cosmology**, Chiron is a planetoid or minor planet that orbits between Saturn and Uranus in a highly elliptical rotation. Its eccentric orbit creates a bridge between the physical and spiritual planes, unifying them in our body and consciousness, and in the world at large. As we awaken at this time of global change, Chiron’s cosmological influence is enhancing how effectively we energetically respond to the Universe for self-healing.

2. Through Greek **mythology** we may understand the energetic essence of Chiron. Symbolised by the centaur, (half horse or unicorn, and half human), Chiron was an immortal being who materialised a ‘core wound’ after being pierced in the leg. As he reincarnated through various lifetimes, he searched many worlds and dimensions for a cure. Throughout this search he acquired vast knowledge on all interdimensional lineages of healing, and so became a Master Healer. The mythology of Chiron represents our ability to heal ourselves through the elements of matter, so we may master our limitations and evolve in consciousness. It teaches us that self-healing creates self-mastery.

3. Through its cosmic transit, Chiron offers **astrological** insight into each individual’s core wounding. This is determined by the zodiacal sign this planetoid is transiting through at the time of our birth. In an astrological reading, the planetary body of Chiron in symbolised by a key; it creates a key opportunity to initiate great change in our lives. It signals the end of a cycle. When it transits through our chart, it signals an opportunity to gain insight into the core wounding or genetic weakness that sits at the root of our illnesses and internal struggles. It also marks times of major change or rebirth, ranging from the death or birth of a family member, to pivotal changes in our identity or sexuality.

Chiron encourages us to connect with our ability to self-heal. It is moving us towards a more natural healing method, through which we may utilise the magical elements that exist seen and unseen within our universe. We have the key; but we must first unlock our receptivity to the healing powers of alchemy, frequency and energy. This, in itself, awakens us to the embodiment of ascension for the attainment of true enlightenment.
CHIRON AND COSMOLOGY: OUR ABILITY TO BRIDGE THE PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL PLANES

Chiron is a comet-like planetoid that travels between Saturn and Uranus in a 51-year orbit.

Saturn works with the physical plane, creating a gravitational impact that supports the energetic foundations of the physical body, Earth and reality. It energetically delegates the technology of the base chakra, and resurfaces etheric weaknesses hidden within the DNA and the deeper dimensions of the etheric/physical body.

Chiron’s influence through Saturn is enabling genetic weaknesses to be cleared. This allows the DNA to heal and recode so the physical body can heal the core wounds responsible for ongoing illness and susceptibility to disease. As these genetic weaknesses clear, we are preventatively caring against lightbody symptoms.

Uranus works with the mental plane, enabling us to heighten our consciousness and attain independence, liberation, and the embodiment of enlightenment. Its influence helps us release restrictive patterns so we may explore new possibilities. It energetically delegates the technology of the third eye chakra, helping it to open. Chiron’s influence through Uranus supports us to rapidly evolve in consciousness, and to filter higher frequencies of elements and light into the etheric/physical body. This supports the integration of the new electromagnetic field/lightbody system.

As Chiron transits between Saturn and Uranus it creates profound shifts in our physical and spiritual identity, as well as in our perception on health and healing. It acts as a bridge between the physical and lightbody systems, supporting the vital technology that enables healing.

By understanding the vast technology of the body and DNA we can heal ourselves more effectively, and truly understand the nature of matter.
This, in itself, births Christ Consciousness. It is the ‘key’ Chiron offers humanity in support of its ascension.

**CHIRON AND MYTHOLOGY: OUR ABILITY TO SELF-HEAL**

Chiron’s messages and lessons are symbolised in Greek mythology. Chiron was the offspring of Saturn, god of agriculture, and the nymph, Philyra. Being born a centaur, he was rejected by his mother and abandoned by his father. He was then fostered and raised by Apollo, the god of music, prophecy, healing and the sun, otherwise known as the God of Light.

Chiron developed a *core wound* after being pierced in the leg while living on the physical plane. While existing in a state of immortality, he searched many dimensions for a cure, gaining knowledge on all interdimensional forms of healing. Through his journey he became a Master Healer, attaining wisdom, knowledge and compassion. This gave him the resources to help others in their self-healing journey.

Chiron symbolises the divinity of the human being, whose soul is energetically intertwined with the etheric/lightbody system that sustains its existence. He is an *immortal* being whose soul is simultaneously draped within a physical or *mortal* body throughout intermediate incarnations in matter. Through this constant state of evolution between matter - while living in a *physical realm* - and light - while living in the *spiritual or ethereal realms* between incarnations - Chiron symbolises our own journey to achieve healing through the evolutionary cycle of reincarnation.

The mythology of Chiron compels us to recognise and identify our internal weaknesses, and understand how they create disease, dysfunction and discord. Chiron enables us to identify our core wound, and overcome our limitations. Its energetic influence is returning our body to light and enabling a greater sense of wholeness, truth and love to birth.

**HEALING INFLUENCE**

Chiron raises issues concerning the body’s health and its relationship or affect on our spiritual journey, growth and empowerment process.

Orthodox medicine approaches sickness or disease by seeking to fix, cure or dispel physical symptoms. In this process it suppresses the cause.
Chiron, however, connects us to the root of distortion or dis-ease, which can otherwise be seen as a ‘wound’. It not only gives us the resources to heal this wound, but also encourages us to work with its associated emotions that limit our personal and spiritual growth. By opening us up to this self-healing process, Chiron enables us to see the gift contained within the wound. When the wound is physically, emotionally and psychologically healed, the gift is embraced. As we awaken these latent gifts we learn to ‘heal thyself’ and others, and begin the journey to our destiny and purpose.

Chiron is a spiritually empowering force in our lives, awakening the mind to mysticism and magic; it is the Holy Grail of healing.

Chiron is vital to the creation of new forms of healing, like that of Transference Healing®. It is important to understand that healing enables ascension. Advanced forms of healing are necessary for a divine co-creative process to occur within the body, consciousness and the Earth. These forms of healing enable us to ascend through the fifth dimension and beyond.

Chiron oversees lineages of healing associated with:

- An awareness of the subtle realms, affecting in-depth etheric/energetic and genetic changes in the body.
- Crystals and crystal grids.
- Light technology.
- ‘Doorway work’ and etheric surgery on the DNA, to clear manifestations of disease within one’s body and genetic line.
- Crystal, shell, colour and flower essences.
- Ecology and our ability to sustainably utilise the planet’s resources to advance homeopathic medicines, rather than synthetic ones. This also includes remedies created with the essences listed above.
- The awakening of intuitive and psychic abilities through the enhancement of the divination arts, such as tarot, palmistry, numerology, astrology and so on.
- The power of thought, affirmation, prayer, meditation and decree.
- Shamanic healing.
- The electromagnetic, light and geometric technology of the complex and holographic Global Grid Matrix.
Healing is not just about health and disease. As Chiron’s message unfolds, we begin to see that healing encompasses every aspect of human endeavour and expression; from mythology, astrology and alchemy, to the vast frontiers of quantum physics. Chiron takes us on a journey through our darkest fears so we may overcome our deepest wounds and reconnect to the Light once again. Through this journey we heal our wound and receive divine healing, enlightenment and ascension.

The nature of Chiron supports the interdimensional healing technology within Transference Healing®. I believe that without its energetic presence, I could not have retrieved the information and frequencies necessary to channel and anchor Transference Healing® onto the planet.

It is the source or key through which Transference Healing® was birthed.

GLOBAL CHANGES CREATED BY CHIRON

On a physical level, Chiron supports us to clear karmic pain by healing deep genetic distortions. Clearing these ongoing distortions, known as diseases, allows us to begin a new cycle of physical evolution. It gives us the opportunity to manifest longevity, and overall health and wellness. It does this by awakening us to the technology of the etheric body. Chiron connects us to the holographic nature of the grid, so we can heal and recode the DNA.

On a spiritual level, Chiron awakens in us a deeper understanding of the nature of karma. It allows us to see karma as a genetic predisposition caused by past life pain. Chiron therefore releases us from the karmic cycle of third dimensional reincarnation by giving us the tools to heal this pain and clear it from our patterning. This is supporting us to evolve into the new world.

As we release karmic pain and work with our genetic patterning, we are clearing feelings of self-judgment. This allows us to become more emotionally aware of the nature of the human soul. Chiron’s influence supports us to heal conflict between the polarity forces of the Feminine and Masculine Principles.
Disempowerment created by differences in sexuality, gender identity and race will be healed, and deeper connections of love will develop. This will clear discrimination, segregation and abuse from the planet. Healing on this level will allow us to come into a state of androgyny, anchoring unconditional love into the heart of humanity and elevating us to a higher state of consciousness and being.

Its energy also supports us to release fear regarding the death and dying process. It teaches us how to master the transition of death without feeling pain and suffering, and helps us to understand that death is a transference process. The ancients understood this, and recorded it in the Egyptian Book of the Dead. It is also explored in the Tibetan Book of Living and Dying. Humanity will once again awaken to the knowledge that death and dying is just another evolutionary process the body and consciousness undergo to shift into realities within parallel dimensions.

Chiron opens our consciousness up to the technology of the etheric body, and how it sustains our physical body and holographic reality. Its influence supports our etheric body to access the resources of the Universe more effectively. It helps us to understand the subatomic dimensions of the body, where light from the unseen dimensions are filtered into our anatomy. This enables us to absorb new elements so we can continue to heal and ascend with the evolving planet. Fundamentally, Chiron teaches us how the body evolved through the realms of matter, that matter is consistently created to support the evolution of worlds (including Earth), and that we are in a constant state of evolution.

It unites science and spirituality so the human mind and spirit can understand the alchemy of our origin, and of our future as evolving beings. As we connect to the technology of the Global Grid Matrix, we come to understand the nature of our body and matter itself. This awakens our understanding of the meaning of life, birthing the essence of Christ Consciousness.

When we connect to the grid, we begin to work with the finer dimensions of matter that anchor light into our body, supporting our integration with the lightbody and our interaction with parallel worlds. As we integrate with our new lightbody system, we will come to understand the electromagnetic and alchemical technology of physical ascension, and will begin birthing the Adam Kadmon body. We will see the fifth dimensional reality manifesting itself and will find our place in the Omniverse as we evolve into a higher state of evolution.

Chiron is awakening our awareness to the Global Grid Matrix to advance our healing capacity, as well as our ability to sustain the planet’s resources.
It connects us to the crystalline grid of the Earth so we may sustain light in our bodies. As we develop a deeper connection to the Earth’s electromagnetic field, this source of power will also help our technology advance; from spacecraft travel (now in its early stages) and healing chambers created by sound and light technology, to crystalline based architectural development, telecommunication and teleportation.

Chiron has returned to the heart, body and mind of humanity to fulfil an ancient prophecy. It is energetically supporting the rebirth of our body and consciousness through the alchemical changes occurring within our dimension. Through its support, we can begin a new cycle of evolution and create a whole new world.

**THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CHIRON IN YOUR ASTROLOGY CHART**

Chiron’s placement in our natal astrology chart reveals an opportunity to heal our core wound. Its transit through our solar system triggers not only energetic changes within the Earth and human consciousness, but also four significant cycles of individual growth. These four transits affect our personal and spiritual growth process, and can be identified by receiving a personal astrology chart. They indicate significant times of initiation, and reveal core issues that may be triggered so we can undergo profound healing. At these times we make realisations that awaken latent gifts and talents.

The first Chiron transit is initiated anytime between the ages of four and twenty-three, creating an opportunity to identify with our sense of self. The second transit opens us up to our life path. The third creates sometimes painful periods of self-discovery, opening the emotions so core wounds can surface and heal. The fourth transit occurs for everyone between the ages of fifty and fifty-one. During this transit, Chiron returns to the exact sign and position in which it was located at the time of our birth. This transit creates the ‘change of life’ syndrome, which triggers us to question the meaning of our life. Through this we are able to discover our life’s purpose.

These transitional periods often trigger feelings of limitation, grief and low self-worth, along with other challenging emotions. Etheric weaknesses, which manifest as lightbody symptoms, can also be experienced in the physical body. At these times, suffering becomes a key opportunity to heal.
When we heal through the energetic support of Chiron, we overcome our core weakness and master our limitations. This enables us to clear genetic wounding that restricts our personal growth, long-term health, and the manifestation of our spiritual gifts. Chiron’s appearance in our chart is a catalyst for profound healing, and personal or spiritual awakening and empowerment.
### CHIRON CRYSTAL GRIDS:
CREATE A CHIRON HEALING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aries</th>
<th>Taurus</th>
<th>Gemini</th>
<th>Cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Grid" /></td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Each of the Chiron Crystal Grid Templates corresponds with one of the twelve astrological signs. Through the energetic support of specific crystals, these templates are spiritual tools that can be used to heal our Chiron wounding.

*To determine which astrological sign your Chiron sits in, please refer to page 206.*
WHAT ARE CRYSTAL GRIDS?

Crystal grids are arrangements of charged or programmed crystals dedicated to a particular purpose. They are tools to create a continuous flow of energy.

Crystals Grids are often used to:

1. Create a healing.
2. Enhance the spiritual attributes of an individual, in order to awaken higher levels of consciousness.
3. Enhance absentee healings on others.
4. Perform rituals for Earth healing.
5. Anchor lightbody technology for ascension.
6. Energetically uplift one’s environment.
7. Facilitate the manifestation of personal goals.

The energetic impact created by crystal grids can be used for a variety of purposes. Some grids can be used with food in order to infuse it with detoxifying qualities, and others can be placed under a bed or massage table to enhance healing. Some put small prosperity grids in their cash drawers, and others create grids in their garden to enhance elemental activity, or to support the flourishing of flowers and the nutritional capacity of herbs.

Such as that of Stonehenge, grids can also be created on land or sacred sites to enhance meditation, healing and lightbody activation. Crystals placed in a circular formation, like in the medicine wheels of Native Americans, or the Circle of Fire procedure in Transference Healing®, are also types of grids. Transference Healing® utilises grid technology in conjunction with affirmations and master symbols, (such as the Star of David), to enhance healing and the awakening of spiritual attributes.

MANDALAS AND SYMBOLS

Grids are sometimes considered a type of Mandala, though Mandalas can be far more creatively complex than grids, and are primarily used for personal meditation. In the Tibetan tradition, Mandalas are graphic representations of the spiritual forces of the Universe; a microcosmic representation of our world.
While they are specifically associated with the Hindu and Buddhist lineages, circular or geometric design motifs appear in many cultures past and present; labyrinths, stone circles, petroglyphs and some ancient stone paintings are closely associated with Mandalas. They are also observable in the natural world; in open flowers, snowflakes and ripples in the water.

Mandalas are used as tools for ritual and devotion, to enhance meditative focus, or to manifest spiritual gifts and powers. They can be created using sacred geometry, or can be purely symbolic depictions of core lessons or attributes pertaining to a particular path, faith or tradition. Mandalas can be expressions of universal/archetypal forces, or symbols of a more personal nature. While they are most often used as visualisation tools, both Mandalas and crystal grids can be placed in a space where they will continue to transmit energy for a specific purpose.

The Chiron Crystal Grid Templates are a spiritually-universal manifestation of the Mandala. These grids work with the geometric properties of the Flower of Life to template the technology of the Mandala. Combined with the energetic attributes of specific crystals, they create a healing impact unique to each Chiron wounding.

THE FLOWER OF LIFE

The Flower of Life is a symbol of sacred geometry. It represents the alchemical process occurring as our DNA mutates and our carbon body shifts into a more crystalline structure. Its overlapping circular template incorporates the sacred properties of the five Platonic Solids, which are the geometric building blocks of our body and universe. This powerful symbol weaves the unlimited resources of light technology into the elements on the subatomic level of the body. By working with this symbol we can create ongoing healing in support of our journey to awakening and enlightenment.
THE CRYSTALLINE PROPERTIES OF THOUGHT AND INTENT

The Chiron Crystal Grid Templates facilitate healing in two ways.

Firstly, energy follows thought and intent. Our thoughts, words, emotions and intent create vibration that affects the molecular and crystalline structure of our body and reality. Thought patterns and emotions therefore affect our health and consciousness. They deeply impact our state of being, growth process, health, awareness and environment by shifting our energetic makeup and, in turn, our whole dimensional reality.

Just as the Mandala is a microcosmic synthesis of the forces at play in the Universe, so too is the human mind a microcosmic manifestation of universal and divine consciousness. By using intent, we can work with these templates to shift the resonance of our consciousness, and thereby impact our personal health, along with the health of the Earth.

Secondly, these templates are infused with crystal energy that attunes to the unique healing properties of each Chiron wounding. By working with the crystalline properties of these powerful healing tools in conjunction with the sacred geometry of the Flower of Life, the crystalline energetic field (or geometric grid) of our etheric body is activated. This impacts the subatomic levels of the body, co-creating crystalline patterns of energy that support healing. They also imprint an etheric holographic grid into our environment, energetically uplifting the vibration of our personal space by aligning it with the fifth dimensional reality that has now anchored. This co-creates a pure and positive environment, and supports ongoing healing and awakening.

CRYSTALS AND GRIDS

Because they conduct and amplify energy, crystals are very powerful healing tools. By conducting and amplifying Earth and cosmic energies, these amazing tools uplift our environment. When they are placed in the home they create an etheric grid that shifts the vibration of our body, consciousness and reality into a fifth dimensional frequency. They transmute negativity, and allow us to embody a clearer and more positive state of consciousness.
Crystals also have their own distinctive characteristics and healing properties. These properties are absorbed into our body every time we wear a piece of crystal jewellery or carry a tumbled crystal in our pocket. The Chiron Crystal Grid Templates not only resonate the energetic qualities of each associated crystal, but also the energetic technology of the Flower of Life, which focuses the healing process on the body and consciousness. If you focus, with intent, on your template before reading your Chiron wounding, these crystalline properties are activated.
CHIRON READINGS

DETERMINE YOUR CHIRON WOUNDING

The table below will assist you to identify the astrological sign Chiron was in at the time of your birth, and therefore identifies your Chiron wounding.

For this new and expanded edition of Beyond Doorways, I have listed the Chiron signs of those born between 1905 and 2052 in accordance with Universal Time (UT). This means that a few minor alterations, of no more than a day, have been made to this chart as it appeared in prior editions of Beyond Doorways, which was determined in closer alignment with Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST).

Those who are born on a cusp should seek further consultation. The margin between one sign and the next can in some cases depend on the precise location and time of one’s birth. Some chart calculations are available in print and online media, however commissioning an astrology chart is the most reliable way to accurately determine your Chiron sign when you sit on a cusp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE OF BIRTH</th>
<th>CHIRON SIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/01/1905 to 20/03/1910</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/03/1910 to 29/08/1910</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/08/1910 to 15/01/1911</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16/01/1911 to 31/03/1918</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/04/1918 to 22/10/1918</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/10/1918 to 28/01/1919</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/01/1919 to 24/05/1926</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/05/1926 to 20/10/1926</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/10/1926 to 25/03/1927</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/03/1927 to 06/06/1933</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/06/1933 to 22/12/1933</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/12/1933 to 23/03/1934</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE OF BIRTH</td>
<td>CHIRON SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/03/1934 to 27/08/1937</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/08/1937 to 23/11/1937</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/11/1937 to 28/05/1938</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/05/1938 to 30/09/1940</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/10/1940 to 27/12/1940</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/12/1940 to 16/06/1941</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/06/1941 to 26/07/1943</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27/07/1943 to 18/11/1944</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/11/1944 to 24/03/1945</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/03/1945 to 22/07/1945</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/07/1945 to 10/11/1946</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/11/1946 to 28/11/1948</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/11/1948 to 08/02/1951</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/02/1951 to 18/06/1951</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/06/1951 to 08/11/1951</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/11/1951 to 27/01/1955</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/01/1955 to 26/03/1960</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27/03/1960 to 19/08/1960</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/08/1960 to 20/01/1961</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/01/1961 to 01/04/1968</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/04/1968 to 19/10/1968</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/10/1968 to 30/01/1969</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/01/1969 to 28/05/1976</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/05/1976 to 14/10/1976</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/10/1976 to 28/03/1977</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/03/1977 to 21/06/1983</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/06/1983 to 29/11/1983</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/11/1983 to 11/04/1984</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/04/1984 to 21/06/1988</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/06/1988 to 21/07/1991</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/07/1991 to 03/09/1993</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/09/1993 to 09/09/1995</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/09/1995 to 29/12/1996</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/12/1996 to 04/04/1997</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE OF BIRTH</td>
<td>CHIRON SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/04/1997 to 03/09/1997</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/09/1997 to 07/01/1999</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/01/1999 to 01/06/1999</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/06/1999 to 22/09/1999</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/09/1999 to 11/12/2001</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/2001 to 21/02/2005</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/02/2005 to 01/08/2005</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/08/2005 to 05/12/2005</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/12/2005 to 19/04/2010</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/04/2010 to 20/07/2010</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/07/2010 to 08/02/2011</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/02/2011 to 17/04/2018</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/04/2018 to 26/09/2018</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27/09/2018 to 18/02/2019</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/02/2019 to 19/06/2026</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/06/2026 to 18/09/2026</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/09/2026 to 14/04/2027</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/04/2027 to 19/07/2033</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/07/2033 to 24/10/2033</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/10/2033 to 05/05/2034</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/05/2034 to 22/07/2038</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/07/2038 to 08/01/2039</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/01/2039 to 26/04/2039</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27/04/2039 to 28/08/2041</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/08/2041 to 10/02/2042</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/02/2042 to 16/05/2042</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/05/2042 to 23/10/2043</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/10/2043 to 10/02/2044</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/02/2044 to 01/07/2044</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/07/2044 to 24/10/2045</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/10/2045 to 22/10/2047</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/10/2047 to 09/11/2049</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/11/2049 to 16/01/2052</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOW TO WORK WITH THIS CHAPTER

CHIRON CRYSTAL GRID TEMPLATE

To help you integrate the positive aspects of your Chiron reading, while at the same time working with what needs to be healed, tune into the corresponding grid template before reading the accompanying information. To do this, take the time to go into a still and clear space before focusing on the template for a minute. As you look at the template set the intent for it to come through for you energetically. You can also do this for a loved one, by focusing on them and their corresponding template before reading the accompanying information. These templates will create an etheric holographic field (or energetic crystal grid) around you or the loved one you are focusing on, regardless of whether or not they are with you physically. When you complete reading the information the energy will disperse and the Chiron healing will complete itself.

CHIRON PROCEDURE

With each of the Chiron readings I have provided an energetic procedure that will support you to heal the associated wound. It is advisable to run these procedures when you are feeling your limitations, or are feeling overwhelmed or frustrated with issues occurring in your life. They can be also be practised when you are unwell and are finding it difficult to clear physical symptoms. These procedures can also be run on children over the age of ten.

The Chiron essence in the Transference Healing® Beyond Doorways Essence Kit supports us to heal our Chiron wound. Seven drops can be taken before or after running your Chiron procedure. For more information on these essences refer to Chapter 4.

ASCENDED MASTER DECREE

The gifts associated with each Chiron placement are supported by an Ascended Master.
Each of the channelled decrees provided in this chapter supports you to connect with the consciousness of the Ascended Master associated with these Chiron gifts.

A decree is much like a prayer, but one that energetically opens you up to the energy and consciousness of the Ascended Master invoked. They should be spoken slowly and from the heart. You may say the relevant decree as frequently as like.

**CHILDREN’S PROCEDURES**

The affirmations detailed at the beginning of each children’s Chiron reading can be spoken with or taught to your child. These affirmations will support them to embrace their strengths and gifts, while overcoming fears and weaknesses.

Along with these affirmations are some procedures you can practise to assist your child to heal their Chiron wounding. They can be practised when your child is feeling their limitations, or are feeling overwhelmed, upset or frustrated with issues occurring in their lives. They can also be worked with when your child is feeling unwell. These procedures support children to overcome self-worth issues, inspiring them to embrace their unique gifts and talents. When the child has reached the age of ten, they can also receive the procedure detailed in the adult’s Chiron reading.

I have also recommended specific meditations from the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditation Book and Card set to accompany each Chiron wounding. This is a separate publication created to support a child’s overall wellness. More information on this publication can be found on page 506.

**UNIVERSAL TEACHINGS**

Each of the twelve Chiron woundings holds key positive and negative attributes that humanity must identify with, learn from and grow through. As Chiron transits though each of the twelve astrological signs, the energy and consciousness of each Chiron placement impacts us on a global level. Along with these Chiron readings I have provided some information about how each of the signs impacts the whole of humanity as Chiron transits through it.

As we master our Chiron wounding, we overcome limitations not only as individuals, but also as a soul group.
This is the gift that Chiron brings; the energy and wisdom to heal core suffering. Through Chiron’s influence all of humanity can heal and ascend.

**THE UNIVERSAL MESSAGE OF CHIRON**

The key to healing pain is not found outside ourselves, but within. When we understand our own energetic makeup, we connect with the totality of who we are, and we begin to master our divine attributes through the power of alchemy.

As we heal, we release ourselves from the energetic restrictions of the past, transforming and creating a reality of health, abundance and spiritual freedom. We master the laws of nature and create positive change in our world.

Chiron is birthing the new way of healing. It is participating in the co-creation of the next Golden Age.
If Chiron falls in Aries in your chart, you have a wounding that impacts your sense of identity. This can reveal itself as low self-worth and a fear of rejection, as well as what I have come to see as issues regarding energy and power.

With Chiron in Aries people there exists a deep wounding around the I AM. You may struggle with feelings of being unloved or misunderstood, not just as a child, but also throughout your adult life. These feelings of low self-worth can cause you to build self-defence mechanisms. As a result, you very seldom show your vulnerability and uncertainty, and are usually seen as strong, independent and self-righteous (rather than sensitive). To feel secure, you often feel the need to have your emotions, perceptions, gifts and actions validated.

This wounding around self-worth can also manifest as self-pity and self-judgement. Some Chiron in Aries people carry the ‘martyr syndrome’, feeling as though they are expected to sacrifice themselves in various ways. This arises because of unresolved issues from the past or past lives regarding persecution and abandonment.

The Chiron in Aries person is seen as the warrior because of their association with Mars and the fire element. This in itself creates issues around energy and power. If you do not heal your wound, you can become physically depleted in your body and power centre. You may also experience feelings of hypersensitivity, and undergo spiritual initiations regarding power. These initiations usually manifest as power-plays with others.

You have a unique ability to tap into energy. As such, you are especially sensitive to energy and are guided by Chiron to understand how to channel it constructively in your life. It is therefore important that you recognise how powerful your power centre is, and how it can impact others. If you are running from a positive space, you create a lovely positive flow in your environment, one that impacts those around you. However, if you are feeling negative, you stop or inhibit that positive flow.
The most important lesson for the Chiron in Aries person is to learn to love the self. Self-love enables you to develop a strong sense of identity, giving you insight into your emotions and the impact they have on others. By recognising and identifying this energetic impact you learn what it means to purify your power centre, thereby harnessing your power or energy in a positive and constructive way.

When you heal the pain that has created feelings of disempowerment you gain a sense of awareness that not only develops your own gifts and talents, but also heals and empowers others. The strength and power of the energy you create can initiate great healing in those around you. This process is overseen by the energy and teachings of Archangel Michael.

Mastering your wounding by **overcoming feelings of doubt, persecution or sacrifice** allows you to embrace **who you truly are, without the fear of being judged or rejected**. By owning your strengths and sense of self, you gain peace of mind, inner-power, and almost magnetic leadership qualities in whatever field of interest you pursue. Healing your Chiron wound gives you the opportunity to help others overcome their insecurities around living their ‘true self’.

When you master your Chiron wounding you often become very powerful, both energetically and personally. You gain an innate understanding of energy that enables you to master the healing arts. Through this, you unlock gifts and talents that enable you to become a catalyst, leader and teacher.

**CHIRON IN ARIES DECREES**

Archangel Michael is the leader of the archangels. He is known as the ‘Angel of Protection’, and the ‘Defender of Light and Goodness’.

**ARCHANGEL MICHAEL**

*I surrender to the illuminated presence of Archangel Michael.*

*Through him...*

*I am empowered;*

*I am filled with energy;*

*I am protected by the light and all that is good and righteous in the world;*
I AM WORTHY AND LOVED.

THROUGH THE GRACE OF ARCHANGEL MICHAEL I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.

I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.

CHIRON IN ARIES PROCEDURE

The Dragon Power Procedure detailed on page 390 supports Chiron in Aries attributes.

The procedure below will also support you to heal your Chiron in Aries wounding. This modified Transference Healing® procedure works with the Dragon Power symbol. I channelled this through to connect us to the energy of Divine Will for the embodiment of protection and empowerment, all of which is crucial to the healing process of the Chiron in Aries.

PROCEDURE

Before commencing this procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to purify and rejuvenate your power centre. To do this, bring your mind to your solar plexus chakra, situated in your stomach area. See, sense or feel a YELLOW light and vibration resonating out from the chakra. Feel it heal and open.

2. Now sense or feel WHITE LIGHT resonating out from the centre of your solar plexus chakra. Feel it expand throughout your entire body. Then feel it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel it purify your body, consciousness and power centre.

3. Now, set the intent to release painful feelings from the past. Release overwhelming feelings of sensitivity. See, sense or feel your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest, beginning to open. As it does so, a beautiful EMERALD-GREEN light or vibration resonates out from its centre. As this light becomes stronger, feel it open and heal the heart chakra.
4. Now, set the intent to bring through your Dragon Power. Embrace, own and utilise your power for rejuvenation and healing. Set the intent to embody Divine Will.

5. Sense or see the Dragon Power symbol being placed over your heart chakra in a **SILVER** frequency of light. Hold this for a minute.

**THE DRAGON POWER SYMBOL**

![The Dragon Power Symbol](image)

6. Starting at your feet and moving upwards, visualise a **GOLDEN-YELLOW** colour and vibration resonating throughout your whole body. See it extend out into your auric field. Feel peace, inner-strength, purified empowerment and self-worth anchor into your body and consciousness. Feel a deeper, heartfelt connection being made to those in your life, and to Earth’s elements and kingdoms.

7. Complete by grounding into the Earth. To do this, draw a **SILVER** line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

![Grounding into the Earth](image)

8. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.
CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN ARIES READING

The Chiron in Aries child can become frustrated when they are not acknowledged for who they are. If they feel overlooked, they may get upset or become temperamental. At these times they have a tendency to feel anger, which may find expression in sudden temper tantrums. On the other hand, they can suppress this anger, impacting their self-worth and causing them to isolate themselves.

Because they are sensitive to rejection, it is important to comfort them and acknowledge their feelings. Although they put on a brave face, they are very vulnerable and sensitive to how others feel about them. This causes a leakage of energy, which can physically manifest as headaches and stomach pain.

The Chiron in Aries child has a tendency to have strong surges of energy in their body, creating physical stamina, though they can also become physically depleted very suddenly. This is because of their sensitivity. To maintain a healthy mind and body, it is important they learn to stop, rest, relax or even meditate so they can energetically recuperate, revitalise and sustain the energy levels they require.

They can also become very frustrated or closed-down when chastised or not taken seriously, no matter what age they are. If they feel that they are not loved unconditionally, or are not acknowledged for who they are as an individual, they can become very self-conscious and disempowered, causing them to become withdrawn or to suppress their identity. This can lead to low energy levels and low self-esteem, as well as issues with anger-management.
The Chiron in Aries child is often put in social situations wherein they must learn to ‘hold their light’. Until they can master staying true to themselves and remaining detached when other children pressure or provoke them, they may be drawn into conflict. These circumstances are triggered at an early age to teach them how to use their power, and how to develop a strong presence in the world. When they learn to hold their light, or sense of self, others are drawn to them as leaders.

Although they are born to master the ability to utilise energy and power, they have a tendency to feel overwhelmed when expressing themselves. This is because they fear the judgement of others. If they grow up in a family environment that supports their healing process, they express their sense of identity in a courageous, loving and passionate way. They pursue their love of learning, and have the energy and perseverance to achieve or succeed in anything they do. As they develop the passion to pursue their goals they inspire other children, showing them how to radiate a presence in the world. This nurtures their courage to follow their heart in personal endeavours.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN ARIES PROCEDURES**

When you ‘hold your light’ you are able to stay true to the way you feel without succumbing to the emotional needs of others. It is about staying energetically detached when those around you are trying to intimidate or disempower you because of their own anger or insecurities. It protects you from depletion and enables you to avoid power-plays or conflict.

This is a big concept for children to comprehend so it is important to explain it in a way they can understand. Begin by teaching them to be themselves when they are feeling insecure, regardless of how the people around them react.

The Chiron in Aries child that is holding their light is symbolically represented by King Arthur’s Excalibur sword; it represents energy, will and power. The procedure below is a visualisation exercise that will help the Chiron in Aries child to hold their light.

The **Guardian Dragon, Animal Magic, Magic Cloak** and **Guardian Angel** meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication are very effective in supporting the rejuvenation, healing and protection of the Chiron in Aries child. The **Horse** meditation will help them clear suppressed anger and restriction, and the **Merlin and the Crystal Cave** meditation will reconnect them to energy through crystals, creating healing.
Finally, the **Lotus** meditation will help them to release painful emotions from the past, supporting them to birth love and light.

When they are manifesting physical pain, the Feeling Vortex Procedure on page 138 of this book will ease these symptoms.

**EXCALIBUR SWORD VISUALISATION**

This procedure helps the Chiron in Aries child to feel stronger and more rejuvenated. It supports them to energetically detach from circumstances that deplete them, and enables them to let go of draining emotions. This procedure gives them the energetic tools to combat power-plays until they build the strength to embrace their light in every moment.

1. Ask your child to close their eyes and go into a still and quiet space.

2. Instruct them to visualise themselves holding a sword flaming with pure WHITE LIGHT. Instruct them to hold it up in front of them, pointing it towards the sky. Set the intent for Archangel Michael to come through.

3. Ask your child to repeat after you: "**Through this sword I feel courage, honour and grace as I stand in the light**".

4. Now instruct them to point the sword down toward the Earth. Have them repeat after you: "**I now feel full of energy, strong and loved for who I am**".

5. Ask them to visualise the sword dissolving into the Light to complete the procedure.

**WHITE LIGHT PROCEDURE**

If your Chiron in Aries child is upset by power dynamics or conflict occurring in their lives, you can also perform the white light procedure. To do this, visualise pure WHITE LIGHT coming up from their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. See it radiate throughout their whole body and then out into their auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. This will take a minute or so to complete. Although it is a simple procedure, it is very powerful. It will clear the negative energy that has built up around them and will help clear their mind. Let them know they have the ability to heal the pain in their heart.
THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN ARIES

On a universal level, Chiron in Aries supports the clearing of abuse and teaches us how to use power in a positive way. It also shows us how energy impacts others and the Earth, and clears the need to exploit our natural resources. It teaches us how to harness energy in a non-destructive way. This Chironic placement enhances spiritual empowerment and the embodiment of Divine Will for the attainment of Self-Mastery. It reawakens ancient wisdom; the magician within.

The Chiron in Aries influence shows us how to hold our light so we may sustain energy and maintain physical and emotional wellness. It releases the need to judge others so we can come together in a state of harmony and peace.
CHAPTER 6 - Chiron: The Holy Grail of Healing

CHIRON IN TAURUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>WOUNDING</th>
<th>GIFT</th>
<th>ASSOCIATED MASTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I FEEL</td>
<td>SECURITY</td>
<td>NURTURING &amp; CREATIVITY</td>
<td>KUTHUMI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHIRON IN TAURUS READING

If Chiron falls in Taurus in your chart there exists a deep wound around feeling safe, secure and provided for in the world. This can cause you to feel so emotionally and spiritually deprived that you feel as though you are never truly fulfilled.

This feeling of deprivation can feel like a ‘void’. The Chiron in Taurus is compelled to overcome these feelings by understanding how to feed the body and soul by going beyond physical or Earthly means, rather than seeking fulfilment in material things. Indeed, they are driven to understand that money and possessions alone will not provide them with happiness and safety. They can sometimes struggle with monetary issues, and often encounter learning curves through them. Chiron in Taurus teaches you that money and possessions offer a false sense of security, and that true fulfilment comes from personal investment in endeavours of the heart. When you focus on personal growth to enhance your gifts and talents, you fulfil your emotional needs and develop skills that make you feel productive, self-sufficient and safe.

Because of a wound around feeling neglected in a past or current life, (perhaps your parents were self-absorbed, closed-off or unable to express love and affection), this Chironic placement occurs in a person who bears either emotional or physical pain that weakens their sense of self-love. This lack of self-love can create a fear regarding the role of parenthood. You may place unrealistic expectations on yourself to ‘succeed’ as a parent, which can in some cases create physical weakness in the reproductive organs. On the other hand, you may fear parenthood to such an extent that you feel you are unable to provide for a child, either emotionally or financially, which can cause you to forgo the experience of parenthood altogether.

At the heart of Chiron in Taurus is a yearning for security and the pleasures of sensory stimulation.
You can seek nourishment in food and physical affection, though indulgence in these stimulants often leaves you feeling unfulfilled. Lessons in self-love compel the Chiron in Taurus to look beyond physical pleasures when searching for emotional satisfaction.

If this lack of self-love is not healed, the Chiron in Taurus can experience feelings of deprivation in a very physical way, which can sometimes manifest as eating disorders. Symptoms of this kind can also appear because of painful emotions regarding body image. The Chiron in Taurus can feel very self-conscious when expressing their vulnerability, sexuality and emotions when in relationships. Until you feel safe, you can place too much emphasis on the power of your sexuality, often believing that if your body is adored, so are you. However, what you truly desire is to be loved for who you are. You are driven to see beyond the physical and, through introspection, connect with the world around you in a deeper, more heartfelt way.

Because of the strong connection you have with your body, physical activities and treatments - such as sport, massage, beauty therapy, nutrition and yoga - often play an important role in your life. The key here is moderation, as opposed to obsession. While you are physically rejuvenated when pushing your body to its limits, it is important to remember that emotional fulfilment comes from within, through the awakening of your spirituality and faith.

Those born under this Chiron must learn to neither deny nor overindulge in the material, sensory and sexual pleasures of life. By working with your passion to understand the mysteries that lay beyond the physical realm, you will come to recognise and value what truly fulfils you in your relationships and creative endeavours.

Rather than wallowing in feelings of what you lack, Chiron in Taurus encourages you to appreciate what you have, from your relationships through to your professional and spiritual achievements. By cherishing your gifts and releasing the need for possessions, you can free yourself from the bonds of materialism, and share or express your gifts and wisdom with others who struggle with the insecurities of the world.

You hold the power of endurance and have a strong connection to the inner realms of nature. Creative endeavours and the path of service give you the resources to make this connection. This can be channelled into both artistic and psychic gifts for healing and transformation, so others like you can come to feel the joy of being on Earth.
CHIRON IN TAURUS DECREE

Master Kuthumi resonates the Ray of love, creative wisdom and joy.

MASTER KUTHUMI

I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF MASTER KUTHUMI.

THROUGH HIM...

I AM NURTURED BY MOTHER EARTH;
I AM AN EXPRESSION OF THE BEAUTY OF NATURE;
I AM CONNECTED TO ALL THE KINGDOMS;
I AM CREATIVE ENLIGHTENMENT.

THROUGH THE GRACE OF MASTER KUTHUMI I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.

I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.

CHIRON IN TAURUS PROCEDURE

Before commencing this procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions release.
2. See, sense or feel an EMERALD-GREEN light or vibration resonating out from your heart chakra. Feel it expand throughout your entire body. Then feel it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel yourself connect to the heart and the healing vibration of the Earth and her inner kingdoms.

3. Using a SILVER frequency of light, draw a large heart symbol over the body.

4. Using a SILVER frequency of light, draw each of the symbols below into your navel chakra, situated in your belly button area. These symbols bring through the essence of the Orange Ray. The Orange Ray comes through to nurture your soul, reenergise you and ground you into the Earth, creating healing and harmony within your body and consciousness.

5. See or feel the colour and vibration of the Orange Ray resonating out from your navel chakra, healing and opening it. Feelings of peace and harmony can now anchor into your body, soul and consciousness. Sense a deeper connection being made to the elements of the Earth and all its kingdoms.

6. Now sense or feel WHITE LIGHT moving up from the crystalline grid of the Earth, radiating throughout your whole body. Feel it purify your body and consciousness, enabling you to feel complete and at one with the Universe. See it extend out into your auric field, continuing to purify and heal your body, mind and spirit.

7. Now ground back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.
8. Complete by seeing a **SILVER OM** symbol being placed into the centre of your Earth Star chakra.

9. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.

### CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN TAURUS READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NURTURING &amp; CREATIVITY</td>
<td>“I love the Earth and all its magic. I feel nurtured and safe in the world.”</td>
<td>MOONSTONE, CARNELIAN, MOSS AGATE, BLUE APATITE</td>
<td>UNICORN, HARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Chiron in Taurus child is born with a deep love for and connection to the Earth’s kingdoms, however they can carry a wounding or fear around being on the physical plane. It is almost as if they feel safer in the inner realms of Earth, and have incarnated in this lifetime to heal a wound that was created by the Earth and the elements in the physical body. By healing this wound they can once again open up to life and explore the fifth dimensional aspect of our world, while still maintaining a spiritual connection to the elemental realms.

As they grow, they love to explore their creative abilities. They also enjoy playing imaginary games. This is very beneficial to them when they are playing outside, as it allows their sensitive mind and body to connect with the resources of the Earth. This is very grounding and nurturing, not only for their body, but also their mind and soul, eliminating built up worry and stress. They also love to delve into the mysteries that the Earth and nature provide. Books and games that allow them to escape into animal, fairy or magical worlds help them explore and enhance their creativity, enriching their passion and sustaining their innate spirituality.

They search for meaning and value, and yearn to make moral sense of the world. Taking the time to explain why things are the way they are will resolve their fears regarding the state of the world around them. This gives them the meaning they desperately crave, while also building faith and trust. Through this, they gain the internal resources to pursue what gives them real joy as their emotions develop, allowing them to achieve.

These children process a lot within their body. They often feel aching sensations when undergoing emotional growth or hormonal change and, if they are hungry, will almost immediately feel physical hunger pains. These kinds of physical symptoms can make them feel overwhelmed and malnourished. Taking the time to cook with them and having the patience to help them create a love for food is important to the Chiron in Taurus child. Because they have a unique connection to the inner realms of nature and the Earth, their body will respond very quickly when they are emotionally nurtured, or when they receive frequency/energy healing.

Those who do not heal their Chiron wound as children grow to feel emotionally or spiritually deprived to such a point that they never feel truly fulfilled. This can cause them to seek comfort in sensory pleasures and material things, and they can develop strong attachments to food and money. However, with the unconditional support of their family, the Chiron in Taurus child can feel nourished, protected and safe in this reality, healing their wound and developing the emotional security that allows them to identify what is truly important to them.
This enables them to develop a humanitarian nature, and the emotional confidence to pursue what gives them joy and direction. When they heal their wound they find meaning and value in their relationships and personal endeavours, building a heartfelt connection to the world around them.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN TAURUS PROCEDURE**

Because the Chiron in Taurus has such a strong connection to their body, they have a tendency to experience lightbody symptoms, which were discussed in Chapter 4. However they do respond very quickly to energy work. The procedure below will support your Chiron in Taurus child to clear these symptoms, as will the structural procedures detailed on page 121 of this book.

Because the Chiron in Taurus child carries a wound around feeling safe on the physical plane, they can feel quite fretful as newborn babies. This short but powerful affirmation, said to them within the first few months of their birth, will help them to feel safe in the world. As you hold them, gently whisper into their ear, “Welcome to Earth; you are safe, nurtured and loved”. You can also say this to older children while they are asleep, so that their subconscious mind can absorb it.

The *Animal Magic, OM, Magic Tree, Merlin and the Crystal Cave, Fairy in the Forest* and *Mermaid* meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication are very effective in supporting the Chiron in Taurus wounding.

**PROCEDURE**

The following procedure with help your Chiron in Taurus child to connect to the Earth and nature for grounding, physical and emotional healing, and the awakening of creativity.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*
1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, "Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe". Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, "Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body." As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

3. Sense or see a big SILVER diamond appearing around their body, connecting them to the Earth and its grid. Feel your child balance and connect to Gaia.

4. Sense or feel a SILVER heart symbol appearing over and around their heart chakra, situated in the centre of their chest. Then set the intent for a SILVER OM symbol to be placed into their heart centre. Feel this vibration activating the chakra, healing their mind, body and spirit.

5. Now ask for the frequencies of the Chiron in Taurus crystals to come through; MOONSTONE, CARNELIAN, MOSS AGATE and blue APATITE. Sense the energy beginning to shift as these crystals resonate throughout your child’s body and consciousness. They are supporting a reconnection to the Earth and her kingdoms, healing and awakening creativity.

6. Now say, "You connect to Mother Earth, its elements and the grid for healing. You connect to her many beautiful kingdoms to awaken creativity."

7. Continue by grounding them into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. They feel safe and connected to the Earth.
8. Say to your child, "Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you're ready".

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN TAURUS

On a universal level, Chiron in Taurus teaches us how to love ourselves and to see and feel our own inner beauty, along with the beauty and value of others. It shows us how to awaken our creativity and feel joy. It nurtures a loving relationship with the Earth or Gaia, and connects us to her elements and kingdoms.

The Chiron in Taurus influence also enhances our connection to and respect for the environment, so the Earth’s resources can sustain themselves and continue to provide a beautiful world for us. It also shows us how to understand and work with the Earth’s natural healing properties to support emotional and physical wellness.
CHAPTER 6 - Chiron: The Holy Grail of Healing

CHIRON IN GEMINI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>WOUNDING</th>
<th>GIFT</th>
<th>ASSOCIATED MASTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I KNOW</td>
<td>INTELLECT</td>
<td>KNOWLEDGE &amp; AWARENESS</td>
<td>SERAPIS BEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHIRON IN GEMINI READING

If Chiron falls in Gemini in your chart, you hold a wound around communication, the way you run your consciousness, and the nervous system. You bear the pain of either doubting or overemphasising your intellectual capabilities, and can spend so much time on the mental plane that you struggle with feelings of anxiety.

While at the heart of Chiron in Gemini is a need to be heard and understood, you often feel that your ideas fall on deaf ears, or are victim to ridicule. This can cause you to doubt your intelligence, and to place pressure on yourself to perfect your communication, regardless of how clever you are. Because you find it difficult to articulate what you are feeling, you can also be terribly shy when expressing yourself. This can manifest physical symptoms related to speech and hearing. On the other hand, you can overcompensate for this shyness by feeling the constant need to talk and process your feelings out aloud. At its core, this Chironic placement is encouraging you to cultivate your intellectual abilities and communicate your knowledge and feelings with others.

You are highly attuned to the impact of sound and vibration, and are psychologically sensitive to what others say and the energetic impact that thoughts can create. Because your mind is so sensitive, you can fear a susceptibility to mental illness. Indeed, some Chiron in Geminis have past life wounding relating to mental illness, or are drawn to know someone who suffers from it in this lifetime. Healing your Chiron wound and mastering your intellectual abilities will resolve this fear; your mind is your strength, not your weakness.

Other Chiron in Geminis have past life experiences related to an inability to complete the establishment of new ideas in the fields of science, philosophy and literature. You are therefore very driven to accomplish, though you can be insecure regarding your capacity to learn. This can also stem from inner child experiences that have created a wound in your self-esteem.
Though you seek knowledge exhaustively, until you have mastered these feelings of self-doubt, you can be resentful of those who seem naturally gifted.

The Chiron in Gemini who has healed their wound will often be drawn into long-term study, writing, education, media or music. Your mind also adjusts very easily to advancements in technology, and you possess a unique ability to help others explore new frontiers of thought. When you heal your wound you have the ability to become very recognised in your field of interest, simply because you are so driven and passionate.

At its core, the Chiron in Gemini possesses a need to understand the nature of consciousness and its impact on everything; the power of the word. You know on some level deep within that we can co-create our reality through thought and intent. When you master this in yourself, you hold and express a wisdom that opens the awareness of others, evolving their mind and consciousness. This is the gift that Chiron in Gemini bestows.

Rather than feeling ignorant or misunderstood, Chiron in Gemini encourages you to trust in what you know, to cultivate knowledge, and to release the fear of expressing your wisdom. By cherishing your natural talents, perceptions, instincts and ideals, you show others how to release fear around their capacity to learn, allowing them to appreciate that everybody thinks differently. Through your intellectual gifts, you open others up to new levels of awareness, consciousness and wisdom.

**CHIRON IN GEMINI DEGREE**

Master Serapis Bey resonates the Ray of science, knowledge and wisdom, and the mysteries.

**SERAPIS BEY**

_I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF SERAPIS BEY._

_THROUGH HIM..._

_I AM FILLED WITH KNOWLEDGE;_

_I AM HEARD AND UNDERSTOOD;_

_I AM CREATIVE EXPRESSION;_

_I AM ENLIGHTENED._

_THROUGH THE GRACE OF MASTER SERAPIS BEY I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH._

_I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD._
CHIRON IN GEMINI PROCEDURE

Before commencing this procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to heal and open the third eye chakra. To do this, bring your mind to your third eye chakra, situated in the centre of your forehead. See WHITE LIGHT resonating out from it, healing and opening the chakra. As the light becomes stronger, feel all tension within the brain, neck, mind and consciousness being released. All anxiety and tension disperses and you come into a state of inner peace and balance.

2. Ask for an etheric drop of AMETHYST crystal essence to be placed into the third eye chakra. Now your mind can see with heightened clarity. A deeper level of perception and understanding can be reached regarding all fears of the mind and concerns of the heart.

3. Now set the intent to connect to your crown chakra. To do this, bring your mind to your crown chakra, situated at the top of the head. Sense or see a SILVER infinity symbol appearing in the crown chakra. It begins to birth the radiant white light of Metatron (the supreme Archangel!) in the crown chakra. Sense, see or feel this crystalline light resonating from the crown chakra.

4. As this light gets stronger, feel it slowly travel down your central vertebrae, resonating into every atom and cell of your being. Set the intent to release all tension in the mind and body.

5. As the Metatron light resonates throughout your whole body, see it extend out into your auric felid, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel it initiate a deep state of purification within your mind, body and spirit. Now you can feel and see things with clarity and through a pure state of consciousness.

6. Starting at your feet and moving upwards, visualise a PINK colour and vibration resonating throughout your whole body. Feel your nervous system rejuvenate and your fears release, enhancing the emotion of love.
7. Set the intent to heal and open the throat chakra. To do this, bring your mind to the throat chakra, situated in your throat area. Feel the throat chakra beginning to open. See the colour of COSMIC BLUE resonating from it. Feel it heal and open the chakra.

8. Ask for an etheric drop of AQUA AURA crystal essence to be placed into the throat chakra. Feel it enhance your ability to communicate your thoughts and express your knowledge with ease.

9. Now ground back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

10. Complete by seeing a CLEAR QUARTZ crystal in the centre of your Earth Star.

11. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.

### CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN GEMINI READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEARNING, AWARENESS &amp; COMMUNICATION</td>
<td>“I trust my intuition. I speak my knowledge and wisdom to others to spread peace and awareness in the world.”</td>
<td>CLEAR QUARTZ, RHODONITE, BLUE TOPAZ, CHRYSOCOLLA</td>
<td>DOLPHIN SYLPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chiron in Gemini children are very inquisitive and intuitive. They are sensitive in their emotions and have an acute sensory perception that gives them a unique understanding of the world. These children attune to the constant flow of information that filters throughout their reality, from books, media and music, through to personal interactions. They sometimes even telepathically attune to subliminal information stored within the Universe, deciphering the subtle messages of our reality.

Chiron in Gemini children are intellectually stimulated by the world, and are compelled to communicate the thoughts that are constantly unravelling in their consciousness. However, these children can demonstrate indigo and crystal child qualities, (explored in Chapter 7), and can find it difficult to express themselves. This is because they think outside the box and can fear the opinions of others. They spend so much time on the mental plane that they can manifest worry, pressure, depletion and tension in the mind and body. Feelings of intellectual inadequacy can also cause them to experience headaches and anxiety, as well as physical symptoms that manifest in the ears, throat, voice and central nervous system. The phrase, ‘a healthy mind is a healthy body’, means more to the Chiron in Gemini than any other sign.

When they are feeling insecure with their ability to communicate, the Chiron in Gemini child can be either moody or painfully shy. Some of these children can develop speech impediments, while others demonstrate such an overwhelming need to carefully communicate that they hinder the expression of their unique personality. Others can feel the need to overcompensate their insecurities by talking a great deal, in an attempt to find their inner voice. When they express themselves and their unique ideas with honesty and confidence, they heal their wound and evolve in their emotional and physical bodies.

Because they judge themselves so harshly, these children can feel inadequate in their learning capabilities, and may suffer with poor concentration. If this wound is not healed, the Chiron in Gemini child can find school difficult and may leave early. Others can obsessively overwork themselves, placing a great deal of pressure on their brain, mental plane and neurological system. Even if they achieve at a very high standard, these children can feel as though their accomplishments are never enough. At its core, the Chiron in Gemini child fears that they will not be understood, acknowledged or recognised. Communicating and interacting with them is very beneficial to their emotional and psychological growth, as well as their intellectual capabilities. This will support them to overcome their insecurities, revealing the uniqueness of their mind. Never underestimate their true potential; the wounding is where the gift lies.
These children are uniquely attuned to technological change and advancement, and can develop a keen interest in interactive technology like computers, video games and the internet. When used excessively, however, these technologies and virtual realities can be used as a security blanket; chatting online can be a welcome relief to the Chiron in Gemini child that is finding it difficult to express themselves. While it is widely used today, communication technology is more instrumental to the development of the Chiron in Gemini child than any other sign. This technology can leave a lasting impression on their way of thinking, so participating with them in this interest is important.

It is also important to encourage the Chiron in Gemini child to fill their mind and soul with all forms of knowledge. Reading with them and cultivating their intellect is very supportive to their growth. This will enable them to speak and communicate freely, and will help them attract interesting and creative people to their lives. The key is to find balance between the intellect and the emotions. This unlocks deeper levels of perception and understanding, and brings peace of mind. If this balance is mastered, these children can clear physical pain, fear and anxiety, creating harmony and awakening consciousness to find meaning and resolution. When they heal their wound, they communicate freely and inspire those around them.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN GEMINI PROCEDURE**

All of the procedures detailed in Chapter 4 are very healing for the Chiron in Gemini child. The Cosmic Eye Technique on page 127 is especially beneficial when your Chiron in Gemini child needs to alleviate anxiety and mental strain.

The **Pyramid** meditation in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication will help them master their learning and intellectual abilities. The **Whale** and **Magic Well** meditations will ease physical stress and mental anxiety.

If your Chiron in Gemini child shows an interest in the arts; music, creative writing and theatre will give them great joy and confidence. The **Mantra** and **Lyra’s Harp** meditations will support them to develop their ability to master the medium of sound. This will enhance their self-healing abilities, as well as their communication and creativity.

**PROCEDURE**

The following procedure with help your Chiron in Gemini child to trust
their intellectual abilities, and to feel comfortable communicating their thoughts and feelings.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, “Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe”. Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, “Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body.” As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

3. Sense or see a big SILVER diamond appearing around their body, connecting them to Earth and its grid, and enhancing clarity of mind.

4. Now, set the intent to open their heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over their heart chakra, situated at the centre of their chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions and mental anxiety release.
5. Now ask for the frequencies of the Chiron in Gemini crystals to come through; RHODONITE, BLUE TOPAZ, CLEAR QUARTZ and CHRYSOCOLLA. Sense the energy beginning to shift as these crystals resonate throughout your child’s body and consciousness. They support awareness, communication and clarity.

6. Complete by grounding them into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. They feel safe and connected to the Earth.

7. Say to your child, “Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready”.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN GEMINI

On a universal level, Chiron in Gemini teaches us how to balance the heart, mind and body to create wellness and harmony. Through the Chiron in Gemini influence, higher consciousness can be awakened. It supports the mind to find resolution in the soul’s search to understand life on a deeper emotional or spiritual level.

It is through the Chiron in Gemini influence that the arts are appreciated, education valued, and technology advanced, so humanity can evolve and create the next Golden Age on Earth. As consciousness evolves through the Chiron in Gemini influence, Christ Consciousness can be birthed within the mind and heart of humanity.
If Chiron falls in Cancer in your chart, you bear the pain of the heart and what love creates in your life, as well as a fear of separation. You are especially sensitive in your emotions and hold within you a wound regarding feelings of abandonment and grief, which is usually related to family and inner child pain.

Your emotions tend to be hypersensitive, making you especially empathetic. You sometimes take on what others are feeling, both emotionally and energetically, causing you to feel overburdened with the pain of others. You also tend to possess a deep fear of both physical and emotional pain. The Chiron in Cancer can even manifest a ‘fear of life syndrome’, which can create insecurity in your emotions and a fear regarding the state of the world at large.

Because you hold a wound around feelings of abandonment, you can also feel unworthy of love. You may give generously to everyone but yourself, sacrificing your own needs to the point that you become disconnected from your feelings and desires. At the heart of it, Chiron in Cancer people need to work through their emotional body and channel this energy constructively in their daily lives.

If you do not heal your Chiron wounding, you can become so sensitive in your emotions that you grow insecure with life itself. This can cause you to struggle in creating a home and environment that makes you feel safe. Creating a safe home environment is very important to the Chiron in Cancer. In fact, it is not uncommon for those with this placement to stay in the family home for a lengthier period, only choosing to leave when in a secure relationship, or when a safe home is offered by loved ones.

Your relationship with your mother or maternal figures greatly influences the way you run your emotions, more so than any other sign. This can cause you to grip tightly to the past, childhood and inner child wounding. Whether or not your relationship with your mother is harmonious, she is often a catalyst for your growth.
For some Chiron in Cancer’s, the death of their mother will be a major catalyst for spiritual awakening, inspiring them on their spiritual quest. This is because the mother represents the Feminine Principle; she sustains the emotions of the heart and soul, supporting us to evolve.

The healing that occurs through your relationship with your mother, or other maternal figures, allows you to heal past life wounding related to separation, abandonment and grief. As your relationship with her develops, or in some cases, heals, through the changes initiated by your Chiron, you can heal the past, and experience the joy and deep feelings of love that your soul desires.

As these emotions grow, the Chiron in Cancer can often attract people who need nurturing. They are always taking in stray animals, relatives and friends that have fallen on bad times as they possess a great deal of compassion. They are humanitarian in nature, and are often attracted to fields like education, politics, health services and social welfare.

However, it is very important that the Chiron in Cancer does not neglect their own pain. Rather than giving all your love to others, Chiron in Cancer encourages you to learn to love yourself. When you feel that you deserve love, you release fear regarding your self-worth and can give to yourself in a balanced and healthy way.

This enables you to sustain balanced and heart-based relationships that enable you to build a family unit, which is very important to the Chiron in Cancer. As you learn to cherish your own needs, you allow yourself to experience true feelings of love. When this occurs, all of your other concerns will disappear, including those regarding income, security and the quest to find a fulfilling career.

As you heal your wound, you connect with your intuitive gifts. When these gifts are mastered, the Chiron in Cancer embodies ‘Heart Master Energy’, holding a space for others to heal, open, deepen their emotions, and run their energy from the deeper chambers of the heart chakra.

CHIRON IN CANCER DECREES

Master Mother Mary resonates the Ray of the healing, truth and Divine Love.

MOTHER MARY

I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF MOTHER MARY.
THROUGH HER...

I AM FAMILY;

I AM PURIFIED OF ALL PAIN;

I AM GRACED WITH A LOVING HEART;

I AM EMBRACED BY THE POWER OF SPIRIT.

THROUGH THE GRACE OF MOTHER MARY I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.

I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.

CHIRON IN CANCER PROCEDURE

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions release.

2. Now see, sense or feel an EMERALD-GREEN light or vibration resonating out from your heart chakra. Feel it expand throughout your entire body. Now feel it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body.
Feel your heart chakra open, creating deep healing and harmony within your body, mind and soul.

3. Set the intent to tune into your Chiron Point, a small but powerful chakra situated midway between your solar plexus and heart chakras. Place your hands over the point. Sweep your hands out from the Chiron Point so all emotional pain can be released. While doing so, set the intent to release all past emotions that have created feelings of grief, fear and pain. Release concerns for loved ones.

4. Violet Flame the body, allowing all cellular and emotional pain to be released to the Light. To do this, ask to tune into the magical alchemical healing powers of the Violet Flame. Then see, sense or feel a fiery PURPLE/VIOLET light washing throughout your body, beginning at the feet and moving upwards. See it extend out into your auric field.

5. Using a SILVER frequency of light, draw a heart over the body.

6. Now, set the intent to purity fear and pain to enhance your faith and trust. Visualise radiant WHITE LIGHT shining out from your heart chakra. As it becomes stronger, see it resonate throughout your whole body, and then out into your auric field. Feel yourself purifying and uplifting in vibration. Now feel this love and light reaching out to everyone you love, supporting their healing and awakening.

7. Complete by grounding back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.
8. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN CANCER READING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOVE, EMOTION &amp; FAMILY</td>
<td>“I embrace my emotions with faith. The love I feel for my friends and family gives me joy.”</td>
<td>WATERMELON TOURMALINE LARIMAR MOTHER OF PEARL RHODOCHROSITE</td>
<td>CRAB UNDINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chiron in Cancer child is exceptionally sensitive, especially in their emotions. Because of this sensitivity, it is important they feel unconditional love and nurturance from their family members. This makes them feel safe and provides them with an environment that allows them to resolve their insecurities.

It is through their relationships with family members that the Chiron in Cancer heals. These relationships cocoon them in the vibration of love, enabling them to heal feelings of grief and separation. These woundings exist on a core or genetic level, and often originate from the grief that was caused by our separation from Spirit.

Though the Chiron in Cancer child grows through their relationships with all family members, their relationship with their mother or maternal figures is especially important to the healing and evolution of their body and emotions. This is because Cancer holds the receptive but profoundly powerful and all-encompassing feminine force of nature. Those born with Chiron in Cancer develop and heal through the influence of feminine energy, which is most often embodied by the mother, though it can be held by other figures, including men who are in touch with this aspect of themselves.
These children can get particularly distressed when separated from their parents. When it is time to start school or daycare, they will benefit greatly from the reassurance that they are loved, and that you will return. If they are nurtured through these experiences they will grow more comfortable with separation and will heal the fear of abandonment. If the Chiron in Cancer child does not feel safe, they can develop physical symptoms in the skin, reproductive organs, lungs and heart. They may also build self-defence mechanisms around themselves. These boundaries or shields are caused by unresolved or suppressed emotions, and can result in their retreat from joyful experiences. Rooted in a fear of being emotionally hurt or chastised, these defence mechanisms can also prevent them from exploring their interests and passions. If they are not nurtured through their fears, these children can become difficult and emotionally unpredictable. They can also become very overprotective of and consumed by loved ones, which can prevent them from feeling safe within their reality.

A loving and supportive environment will heal their fears and sensitivities. Sensitivity impacts our intuitive abilities, and when channelled in the right way, the Chiron in Cancer child can become very psychically and creatively open. This will aid their personal development, allowing them to feel confident enough to shine their light. When this occurs, these children possess a soft and nurturing presence, opening the hearts of those around them. As they heal their wound, their emotions develop and grow stronger, giving them the confidence to be themselves, and to trust in the relationships they form. This enables them to express the love they feel so deeply, allowing them to radiate such heart-based and humanitarian qualities that they show others how to feel unconditional love.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN CANCER PROCEDURE**

The *Whale, Unicorn, Lotus, Temple and Magic Well* meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication are very effective in supporting the Chiron in Cancer wounding.

**HYPERSENSITIVITY**

The Chiron in Cancer child is very sensitive to energy, and is intuitively aware of discord or disharmony in their environment. This occurs even in babies; though they may not understand words, they will still be energetically impacted by their environment. A calm and loving home will do much to ease their fears.
If you can sense they are in distress, hold them and whisper into their ear; "Everything and everyone is at peace. You are safe, protected and loved".

**PROCEDURE ONE**

Chiron in Cancer children are very supported by the energy of the Blue Ray. Mother Mary’s consciousness is coming through the Blue Ray to support humanity in its healing process. Its energy creates a deep vibrational healing impact in the body and consciousness, clearing emotional and physical pain. This affirmation procedure can be practised when your Chiron in Cancer child is feeling unwell or emotionally overwhelmed.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this affirmation procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, "Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe". Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through BLUE RAY. Say, "Now feel the vibration of radiant Blue light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body." As you say this, see, sense or feel this blue vibration of colour and light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

3. Now say, "Feel your body absorb this beautiful blue vibration and colour. You are filled with peace, love and happiness. All your worries have washed away".

4. Now ask them to repeat after you, "I embrace my emotions with faith. All my pain and fears wash away. I feel love, peace and happiness."

5. Complete the meditation affirmation by saying, "Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready".
PROCEDURE TWO

Meditation is especially beneficial to the Chiron in Cancer child because it helps them to find peace in themselves, regardless of what is occurring around them. The following meditation procedure should be practised on your child with the intent to purify distress and uplift energy or vibration, not only in your child, but also in your home environment.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, "Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe". Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Visualise a soft EMERALD-GREEN light resonating out from their heart chakra, situated in the centre of their chest. This will open and their heart, releasing stress on the emotional and mental planes.

3. Continue by saying, "Clear all thoughts from your mind. You now feel relaxed and at peace." As you feel them releasing tension from their body and consciousness, continue to direct your attention to their heart chakra. Feel them go into a deep state of inner peace as they become more still in their body and consciousness.

4. Now say, "Imagine a big SILVER heart symbol appearing around your body. You are now cocooned in the vibration of unconditional love. You feel safe in yourself and with those you love".

5. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, "Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body." As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

6. Now say, "Feel your body absorb this beautiful white light. You are filled with peace and happiness. All your worries have washed away".
7. Continue by saying, "Now we ask the light to extend outside your body. See it fill the room, and then the whole house. It now feels clear and peaceful too. All your worry has gone. You feel happy in your heart”.

8. Complete the meditation by saying, "Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready”.

**THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN CANCER**

On a universal level, Chiron in Cancer teaches us how to open the heart chakra and develop emotions on a soul level. It supports unity and love within the family unit, healing karmic pain and resolving relationships of conflict. It helps the heart chakra open on a deeper level so that more evolved emotions can develop, including those of Forgiveness, Unconditional Love and Compassion.

Its influence releases the need for segregation, so relationships of all kind can develop in a nurturing and loving way. It develops the consciousness of the human heart so we can evolve and live in state of harmony, peace and higher consciousness.

Chiron in Cancer is also supporting our reconnection to the energy and teachings of the divine Feminine Principle, which is helping the consciousness of humanity to understand the theosophical or spiritual teachings of the Creative Principle. This is symbolically represented throughout history as the Goddess or Divine Mother. Chiron in Cancer is supporting our reconnection to the essence of Spirit and hope, both of which are essential for faith to be reborn in the heart and consciousness of the human spirit.
CHIRON IN CAPRICORN

If Chiron falls in Capricorn in your chart, there exists a wound in your ego and sense of identity. You can become attached to material gain and status, and tend to take on burdensome responsibilities within the family unit. The Chiron in Capricorn is driven to unearth their potential through perseverance, and personal and spiritual growth. This enables you to master the essence of power and pure intent, bringing freedom, truth and manifestation.

The Chiron in Capricorn cannot bear the pain of not being recognised or valued for their gifts and contributions to others, be it in their relationships, or in a professional industry. You are exceptionally determined and hard-working, though you can place too much value on what others think of you and your endeavours. You feel the burden of expectation, and can devote considerable energy to maintaining your status and reputation.

Although you are highly driven, you carry a karmic fear that you will not succeed in your personal and spiritual quest. This can make you so determined to succeed that your desire body takes over, causing you lose sight of who you are and what is truly important to you. This fear is rooted in painful inner child or past life experiences that centre on a lack of acknowledgment or recognition from the father (or Masculine Principle), or a lack of nurturance from the mother (or Feminine Principle).

You feel a deep sense of responsibility to others, especially those in your family unit, and you are called to balance your yin and yang energies. One side of your nature is nurturing and deals with the Earth aspect of your personality, sustaining and providing for your family unit. The other side of your nature is spiritual, an aspect of you that is yearning to evolve. When you balance these energies you awaken latent gifts and talents. Through commitment and perseverance, these gifts open you up to new possibilities and success.

Your Capricorn influence gives you a deep and shamanic connection to the Earth and the untamed forces of nature.
You are grounded, and possess the energy, power and endurance to draw on this connection to achieve your goals. However, if you do not heal your wound, it can feel as though your wants and needs are unattainable. If you do not overcome your wound and reconnect to the creative aspect of self, your ego and identity can go into crisis, and you can feel as though you do not possess, or cannot access, your gifts.

As you master your Chiron wounding you develop the power to create abundance through personal endeavour. You relinquish the need to feed the insecurities of the ego and the expectations of others. Through the support of Divine Will, you develop a very strong connection to your Higher Self, which shifts the expectations of others in such a way that they too can free themselves from their insecurities and constraints. Through your personal and spiritual achievement, and your financial success and freedom, you become a role model for others. The key is to surrender control and allow your heart, rather than your ego, to delegate your choices and your growth.

At the heart of Capricorn is a driving ambition and a need for status, respect, power and reward. However, when Chiron is in Capricorn you can become so consumed with the pursuit of your goals that you never slow down to enjoy what you have accomplished. Rather than seeking validation of your status and success, Chiron in Capricorn compels you to acknowledge, value and own your true sense of self and the gifts you hold. Only through this will you be seen, recognised, respected and heard. When you heal your wound, you develop the ability to manifest from a heart level, dissolving the need for materialistic security. This will offer you success, and will bring to fruition what you truly value. When you master, you teach others how to manifest through the awakening and development of their spiritual and creative gifts and talents.

**CHIRON IN CAPRICORN DECREE**

St Germain resonates the Ray of ritual, ceremony and purity.  

**ST GERMAIN**

_I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF ST GERMAIN._  
_THROUGH HIM..._  
_I AM HEALED THROUGH THE POWER OF ALCHEMY;_  
_I AM PURIFIED AND EMPOWERED;_
I AM AWAKENED;
I AM BLESSED WITH THE ART OF MANIFESTATION.
THROUGH THE GRACE OF ST GERMAIN I MANIFEST AND RADIATE
MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.
I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT
INTO THE WORLD.

CHIRON IN CAPRICORN PROCEDURE

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. With intent, visualise a large SILVER diamond appearing around your body. Slowly say in your mind’s eye; “I ask for the lines of my electromagnetic body to respond and align to the Earth’s geometric grid. I now come into a state of balance and wellness”.

2. Set the intent to align and repair the three magnetic Lines of Force.
   
   a. See or sense a SLIVER light appearing above your head. See it gently move down through the centre line of your body, from above the head to below the feet (as shown in the diagram over page). This line taps into the very core of who you are. It sustains your life-force. Run it once only, carefully and slowly.

   b. See or sense a SLIVER light appearing above the left side of your body. See it gently move down your left magnetic Line of Force, finishing below your feet (as shown in the diagram over page). This line sustains the feminine aspect of self. As you run this line, you heal any schisms or distortions in your feminine Line of Force.

   c. See or sense a SLIVER light appearing above the right side of your body. See it gently move down the right magnetic Line of Force, finishing below your feet (as shown in the diagram over page). This line sustains the masculine aspect of self. As you run this line, you heal any schisms or distortions in your masculine Line of Force. You have now created an energetic state of balance. You embrace a state androgyny for physical and psychological wellness.
3. Now, see or sense a **SILVER** light creating a horizontal line across the body. See it start at your belly button and extend to the outer points of the diamond, **as shown in the diagram below**. This is your gravity line, which supports the balancing of the sacrum, releasing stress-related symptoms throughout the skeletal system. This includes back and joint pain, headaches, issues with blood pressure and feelings of anxiety. You feel safe and grounded.

4. Tune into Harmony Alignment Point 11, which is situated at your belly button. See or sense a **GOLDEN-YELLOW** frequency of light going into this area. Now, set the intent for an etheric drop of **AMBER** crystal essence to go into this point.

5. Sense or feel an energetic cord extending out from this point. This cord energetically connects you to all those you know or have known in the past (including family members that you feel responsibility for, people you have karma with, and those for which you have unresolved emotion). Using your fingers as scissors, sever the cord. This allows karma, unconscious feelings and unresolved issues to be resolved.

6. Now, tune into St Germain’s **Violet Flame**, and run it up the body.
To do this, see, sense or feel a fiery PURPLE/VIOLET light washing throughout your body, beginning at the Earth Star chakra (six inches beneath your feet) and moving upwards. See it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. All stress and negativity disperses from your body and consciousness and into the Light. A deep sense of wellness in body, mind and soul begins to birth itself.

7. Slowly say these words in your mind’s eye; “I birth the power of creative manifestation”.

8. Set the intent to purify and reenergise your power centre. To do this, bring your mind to solar plexus chakra, situated in your stomach area. See, sense or feel a radiant YELLOW light and vibration resonating out from the chakra. Feel it heal and open.

9. Now come into a state of inner stillness and set the intent to attune to the healing energies of Empowering Wisdom. Sense the YELLOW energy changing to GOLDEN-YELLOW in colour and vibration. You now become fully engulfed in the vibration of GOLDEN-YELLOW and embrace Empowering Wisdom.

10. Feel the GOLDEN-YELLOW energy being absorbed into the atoms and cells of your body. Then feel it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel it reenergise you on a soul level, creating clarity, stillness and heightened awareness within your mind, body and spirit.

11. Complete by grounding back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

12. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.
CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN CAPRICORN READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BALANCE, DIVINE WILL &amp; MANIFESTATION</td>
<td>“I embrace my creative power so my dreams can come true.”</td>
<td>CITRINE, AMETHYST, SHIVA LINGHAM, RUBY</td>
<td>LION, PHOENIX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because they have an incredible connection to the Earth, Chiron in Capricorn children are very grounded. They are great problem solvers and are quite skilled at dealing with the practicalities of everyday life. They are blessed, at an early age, with the art of doing, which gives them a unique ability to help those who are feeling overwhelmed.

Although they are resourceful, and seem gifted with great awareness and an ability to cope with all life throws at them, these strengths can feel like duty. These children tend to take responsibility for their siblings and other loved ones, and will offer to help if they sense you need their support, be it babysitting, tutoring or preparing lunches. They also have the tendency to take responsibility for the emotions of others, and will try to control the circumstances that are causing their loved ones pain or worry. This creates stress in their body and can cause them to become resentful. The Chiron in Capricorn child will benefit greatly from a family environment that prevents them from growing up too quickly. If they are taught how to relieve themselves of burdens, they will learn to value their child-like qualities, helping them to feel safe and light-hearted.

Children born under this Chiron sign hold past life memories that make them feel overlooked and undervalued. They can put considerable pressure on themselves to perform to the expectations of others, causing them to overextend themselves with regard to study and extracurricular activities. They need to feel loved, acknowledged and supported for both their strengths, and weaknesses, so they are not overburdened by the prospect of failure.
One of the principal teachings the Chiron in Capricorn child is born to master is how to maintain balance between the yin/yang qualities of the Feminine Principle (intuitive/emotional) and the Masculine Principle (practical/physical). These children work through this balancing process via their relationships with their parents. They yearn to feel unconditionally loved and validated by their father, which offers them a deep sense of empowerment that helps shape their self-identity. They also have a deep desire to be nurtured by their mother, which helps them to feel self-worth.

If the Chiron in Capricorn is a child of separation or divorce, they can feel deeply responsible, so it is important that special care is taken to dispel these fears. If it is possible, continued contact with each parent is also very beneficial to these children. Single parents can be well-suited role models to the Chiron in Capricorn child, as they can teach them to embody the properties and powers of the yin/yang principle in a unified way. When these children learn to balance these forces, stability is created within; something these children desperately crave. This stability releases stressful emotions, as well as symptomatic pain. When they are finding it difficult to achieve this balance, Chiron in Capricorn children can experience mood swings, fear, psychological stress or mental imbalances.

The nature of Chiron in Capricorn is represented by the mythology of the ancient Greek god, Pan. Pan commanded an entire race of nature spirits, such as fairies, gnomes and sylphs, in the inner realms of Earth. These children have a deep yearning to have fun, to be free and to play in nature. This allows them to explore their imagination and connect with the mystical realms of Earth. The Chiron in Capricorn child feels what is occurring in their imagination in a very real way, creating child-like wonder that is hugely supportive to their healing process. This dissolves tension and worry. Imaginative play and meditation also enhances their belief in the power of creative thought, developing the powers of manifestation they were born to master. If nurtured, these gifts will bring them great joy, success and abundance in their adult years.

When they heal their wound, Chiron in Capricorn children gain depth in their emotions, and the internal resources to feel safe and strong when difficult circumstances occur. They gain the capacity to hold an energetic space for others to feel safe, protected and nurtured. These children inspire others to pursue their dreams, and to believe in the power of the Creative Principle. They shine an energy and presence that others aspire to feel, have and create.
CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN CAPRICORN PROCEDURE

There are five meditations from the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication that are very effective in supporting the Chiron in Capricorn wounding. The **Twilight** meditation supports emotional/mental balance while releasing stress in the body; the **Horse** meditation releases feelings of anxiety and restriction; the **Magic Mountain** meditation gives them the endurance to follow their passion and complete goals; the **Merlin and the Crystal Cave** meditation helps them connect to the elemental properties and kingdoms of the Earth to enhance wellness and creativity; and the **OM** (for over 5 year olds) and **Wish Upon a Star** (for 5 years and under) meditations create alchemy in the body, healing and enhancing the power of creative manifestation.

PROCEDURE

The following procedure will help your Chiron in Capricorn child to connect to the Earth and nature, healing their body and awakening creativity.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, "Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe". Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, "Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body". As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

3. Sense or see a big **SILVER** diamond appearing around their body, connecting them to Earth and its grid. Feel your child balance and connect to Gaia.
4. Sense or feel a **SILVER** heart symbol appearing over and around their heart chakra, situated in the centre of their chest. Then set the intent for a **SILVER OM** symbol to be placed into their heart centre. Feel this vibration activating the chakra, healing their mind, body and spirit.

```
   OM
```

5. Now ask for the frequencies of the Chiron in Capricorn crystals to come through; **CITRINE**, **AMETHYST**, **RUBY** and **SHIVA LINGHAM**. Sense the energy beginning to shift as these crystals resonate throughout your child’s body and consciousness. They are supporting a reconnection to the Earth and her kingdoms, healing and awakening creativity.

6. Now say, "**You connect to Mother Earth, heal, and embrace the creative force of manifestation**".

7. Continue by grounding them into the Earth. To do this, draw a **SILVER** line of force from the bottom of each foot into their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. They feel safe and connected to the Earth.

```
   Earth Star Chakra
```

8. Set the intent for a yin/yang symbol to be placed into their Earth Star chakra, creating balance.

```
   YIN/YANG SYMBOL
```

9. Say to your child, "Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready”.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN CAPRICORN

On a universal level, Chiron in Capricorn influences the power of affirmation, meditation, prayer and visualisation to enhance personal wellness and creativity. It encourages the purification of intent and enhances personal/spiritual power, promoting integrity and supporting the realms of politics, law and commerce.

This sign teaches us how to sustain perseverance, dedication, discipline, patience and pragmatism, while at the same time supporting creative and imaginative joy. This allows the realms of the human spirit to manifest in our physical reality.

It enhances personal magnetism by healing low self-worth and the fear of achieving. Chiron in Capricorn influences the creation of values and principles within human consciousness. It also encourages the appreciation of beautiful things, including art, design, fashion, theatre, architecture, and fine food and wine. This influence releases the need for struggle, creating abundance so all can live in the next Golden Age.

Chiron in Capricorn is also supporting the healing of painful issues around self-identity, creating the balance necessary to master a state of androgyny within ourselves. At this level of consciousness we feel a sense of fulfilment, completion and oneness. Through this consciousness we evolve into the Adam Kadmon body and enter into the next cycle of human evolution.
CHIRON IN SCORPIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>WOUNDING</th>
<th>GIFT</th>
<th>ASSOCIATED MASTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I TRANSCEND</td>
<td>FEAR</td>
<td>TRANSFERENCE</td>
<td>BUDDHA *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Especially the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Living and Dying

CHIRON IN SCORPIO READING

If Chiron falls in Scorpio in your chart, you bear the pain of fear; fear of the unknown, loss, persecution, death and change. Those born under this Chiron sign usually hold past life wounding related to their personal power, and will often go through initiations so they can understand and reconnect to it once again.

This Chironic placement encourages you to awaken to your emotions. As a catalyst for this awakening, the Chiron in Scorpio can often experience birth trauma, serious illness or even the loss of a loved one at an early age. The extreme crisis you can at times experience offers you profound significance. The resulting grief connects you to your emotions and spirituality, awakening your sensitivity and spiritual essence. This initiates what is known as the 'underworld effect'; a connection to chthonic forces, raw emotional power and the kundalini, the root from which energy and true empowerment is birthed.

Essentially, the Chiron is Scorpio learns to own their power through circumstances that make them feel powerless. These experiences drive the Chiron in Scorpio to let go of a fear of life and death. Through them you clear feelings of judgement and gain a deep appreciation for life. As feelings of inadequacy heal and the fear of loss dissipates, you learn to embrace change and transference; you transform, like a phoenix, from the ashes. This awakens gifts in empathy, new levels of awareness, and psychic abilities, supporting the awakening of your consciousness. However, until this wound is healed, the Chiron in Scorpio can become preoccupied by, and cautious of, personal, emotional and financial loss.

So they can learn to use their power and energy, the Chiron in Scorpio is often drawn into power-plays, which can at times be triggered by circumstances regarding desire and sexuality. Those born with this Chironic placement can struggle to embrace or own their sexuality, or will build relationships with people who are experiencing these same difficulties.
This is because sexual energy is a driving force in your life. It encourages you to activate your kundalini, so you can awaken your psyche and become spiritually empowered.

The power-plays you encounter come in many forms, and may even play out through the clearing of abuse. This trauma can be caused by variety of past life memories, including those related to female disempowerment, experiences of emotional, mental or sexual abuse, and religious persecution. As you heal these memories you are driven to understand how your actions and intent affect others; it is about transforming negative energy into positive energy and outcome. The key here is to own and recognise your power; you have the ability to be energetically influential and dynamic, and are often put in circumstances that help you to understand this. This allows you to get in touch with your true essence, and to find the resources to feel and use your power to create healing and positive change.

Initiations of power offer divine healing because they express what has been repressed. When the Chiron in Scorpio represses or avoids their power they often manifest serious health problems. However, when they work through these issues they purify, heal and transform karmic pain related to the abuse of power. To heal this pain you may be driven to defend yourself or others from abuse in either your personal or professional life. These circumstances are usually centred on issues regarding freedom and independence, human rights, victimisation and corruption. Some Chiron in Scorpio’s may even pursue careers in agencies that prevent and heal abuse.

The incredible transformational power that drives this Chironic placement draws on the depth and intensity of Scorpio’s ruler, Pluto. As Chiron and Pluto work together, they unearth raw evolutionary force that compels you on a path of regeneration and rebirth, healing genetic wounding created from the darkest memories of the soul. Chiron in Scorpio purifies deep karmic pain, referenced to as the ‘scales of redemption’, so energy, light and personal and spiritual freedom can be attained. It is really from this point of salvation that one can be reborn. At this time, consciousness expands beyond the limits of the conscious mind, resolving karmic pain and purifying the desires of the human body and ego.

However, until you master your Chiron, you can feel the fear of loss so deeply that you become possessive, dominant, uncertain or jealous. You can also attract others that feel the same uncertainties. It is by breaking through the boundaries of fear-based emotions that you transform, change and evolve in such a way that you can own your wisdom. Healing takes place when you can surrender to a transference shift and allow change.
and transformation into your life. As you master your wounding, you will often feel compelled to release old dogmatic or religious ideas that create judgement, spiritual disempowerment, suppression and superstition, beginning you on your quest for spiritual freedom and awareness.

Rather than fearing change and holding tightly to what you have, Chiron in Scorpio compels you to appreciate what loss can teach you about life and living. When you learn to live without fear, you gain depth of emotion that creates opportunities for empowerment. When you heal your wound you reconnect to the psyche, awaken the kundalini, and release the fear of death/rebirth itself. It is through this process that you truly heal and become enlightened, so you may hold the power of transference through which others can evolve.

CHIRON IN SCORPIO DECREE

Buddha resonates the Ray of the compassion, death and rebirth, and enlightenment.

**BUDDHA**

_I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF BUDDHA._

_THROUGH HIM..._

_I AM PURIFIED OF ALL PAIN;_

_I AM REBORN;_

_I AM FILLED WITH COMPASSION;_

_I AM ENLIGHTENED._

_THROUGH THE GRACE OF BUDDHA I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH._

_I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD._

CHIRON IN SCORPIO PROCEDURE

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area.
Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all physical and emotional pain release.

2. Set the intent to purify and rejuvenate your power centre. To do this, bring your mind to solar plexus chakra, situated in your stomach area. See, sense or feel a radiant YELLOW light and vibration resonating out from the chakra. Feel it heal and open.

3. Now sense and feel WHITE LIGHT beginning to resonate out from the centre of your solar plexus. See it expand throughout your whole body. Once your body is filled with white light, see it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel it purify your power centre, and your body and consciousness.

4. Using a SILVER frequency of light, draw a heart over the body. You are now cocooned in the vibration of unconditional love.

5. Tune into your Chiron Point, a small but powerful chakra situated midway between your solar plexus and heart chakras. Ask for an etheric drop of Chiron essence to be placed into this point. Then say in your mind’s eye, "I ask to release to the Light all pain stored within my DNA. I now heal my mind, body and soul."

6. Now say in your mind’s eye, "I connect to the White Ray." With intent, visualise rays of pure WHITE LIGHT coming down from the heavens. As they become stronger, feel the light resonate throughout your whole body, and then out into your auric field.
Feel yourself creating a deep state of purification that uplifts your vibration. Feel the essence of love and light washing throughout your whole body and consciousness.

7. Now say in your mind’s eyes, "Through love, all fear is released into the Light."

8. Complete by grounding into the Earth. To do this, draw a **SILVER** line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

9. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN SCORPIO READING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMPOWERMENT, TRANSFORMATION &amp; INDEPENDENCE</td>
<td>“I feel safe, protected and free. I am loved and empowered.”</td>
<td>SMOKY QUARTZ, CHRYSOPRASE, TIBETAN QUARTZ, CHAROITE</td>
<td>WHALE, LEOPARD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chiron in Scorpio children have a bright personality, but can sometimes become very intense. These children can retreat into their own space for lengthy periods as they experience a depth of emotion that requires privacy and solitude.
It is easy for the parent of a Chiron in Scorpio to become quite concerned with this behaviour. Try to be aware that they sometimes feel the need to release themselves from the distractions of the ego by going into their own sacred space. It is through solitude that they attune to the emotions that emerge from their subconscious mind.

Chiron in Scorpio children yearn to feel safe and will often need constant reinforcement of your love and encouragement. When they are young, they often clear their fears through intense dreams or nightmares. These children benefit greatly from parental support that does not trivialise these fears. Talking with them about these experiences gives them the courage to identify their fears and, therefore, clear them. When they grow into teenagers, some Chiron in Scorpio children can become a little solemn in nature. This is because they are processing karmic emotions so they can undergo change and transference. Try and be unconditional with them when they emerge from these introverted spaces. This gives them the confidence to allow their transformed self to shine.

Out of all the signs, it is most common for those born under this Chironic placement to experience loss as a child. This can include the death of a much-loved pet, the end of a very important friendship or first love, (which is usually quite karmic), or the death of a loved one. This creates huge change in their lives regarding what they value as important, healing the soul and the emotions. It is by facing loss that they come to understand transformation and rebirth, conquering their deepest fears and receiving a healing process from within.

If they encounter loss, it is important these children are able to properly process feelings of grief. If it is a pet that has passed away, conducting a ceremony or burial will go a long way in helping your child heal. If a friendship ends, encourage them to talk about how they are feeling so they do not develop a fear of change. If they lose a loved one, explain the process of transition so they can break through the fear of death. It is important for those born with this Chironic placement to overcome these emotional hurdles, creating transformation that frees them from fear.

Because these children are called to clear fear and the fear of abuse, they feel especially vulnerable when they feel unsafe. If they are uncertain of a new person in their lives, such as a babysitter, make sure they come to know this person and are very comfortable with them before they are left without supervision. They do not trust easily, but allowing them the time and safe space to develop this connection will clear fear from their subconscious mind.

The Chiron in Scorpio is driven to embrace their sexuality and to understand its energy and power.
When they grow into teenagers, they may be drawn into romantic relationships of an intimate or karmic nature. This allows them to explore who they are through physical and emotional intimacy. They can be inquisitive about sex and some might even become quite close with someone who questions their sexuality. These circumstances awaken them to the many different facets of sexuality and gender, clearing woundings regarding disempowerment and judgement. On the other hand, the Chiron in Scorpio teen can feel very uncomfortable with intimacy, an issue that will often play out when experiencing their first love. Whatever their attitude toward it, it is important that their parents do not avoid talking about intimacy and sex, as this can cause them to feel shame and to fear their sexuality.

Because they are drawn to heal issues regarding their sexuality, the Chiron in Scorpio teenager can sometimes attract unwanted attention. They may need to learn how to manage their sexual energy in a way that does not suppress it, but at the same time does not take advantage of the attraction of others. They are compelled to honour its purity and its contribution to their being. Working through these dynamics also enables them to build fulfilling relationships in their adult lives.

Your Chiron and Scorpio child will often create friendships and relationships that inspire you to meet interesting and open-minded people. They can be a catalyst for you to open your mind and to connect with others through unconditional love. Throughout their incredible journey they clear so much within themselves; they begin to shine so brightly that they become a guiding light for others. Their courage, wisdom and compassion allows them to embrace the essence of pure empowerment for the attainment of enlightenment. They show others how to release pain by way of the Light.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN SCORPIO PROCEDURE**

The **Unicorn** meditation in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication will support the Chiron in Scorpio child that is experiencing loss. The **Guardian Angel, Mantra, Guardian Dragon** and **Magic Cloak** meditations are very effective in healing fears through protection and support.

The **Temple** and **Lotus** meditations are a very effective in supporting them through a process of self-discovery, or when they emerge from a time of introspection, transference or rebirth into the Light. The **Sleepy Pillow, Whale** and **Twilight** meditations will help release their fears, especially when they manifest as nightmares, as well as stress in the body.
When the Chiron in Scorpio child has reached the age of ten, the procedure detailed in the adult’s Chiron in Scorpio reading will help them clear fear, overcome loss, and feel light and love when they are undergoing change. Carrying SELENITE, OBSIDIAN, BLACK TOURMALINE and MALACHITE crystals will help them purify old emotions while feeling grounded and connected to the Earth. ROSE QUARTZ, CLEAR QUARTZ, AMETHYST, AQUAMARINE and RHODOCHROSITE crystals will help them feel light and joyful, and will connect them with self-love. It is very helpful to place some or all of these crystals in a bowl beside their bed. This will energetically support them to heal.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN SCORPIO

On a universal level, Chiron in Scorpio teaches us how to release the fear of loss and death. It reveals the nature of the physical death process on an energetic, spiritual and alchemical level. It allows us to see the death and dying process as a state of transference; an opportunity for rebirth. It is regenerative and has the ability to create change and transformation.

Its universal influence also teaches us about the nature of power so we can embrace our personal power with purity and grace. It heals abuse of all kinds, including mental, emotional, physical and sexual abuse, as well as discrimination, for it is these acts that create the most severe disempowerment. This supports us to work towards a world that values the human spirit, and equality regarding race, gender and sexuality. Fundamentally, this Chirionic placement releases the need for judgement.

Chiron in Scorpio creates changes in our ability to understand - spiritually and scientifically - the nature of the human DNA. It reveals karmic pain so we can conquer the limitations of genetic wounding. Chiron in Scorpio’s influence is also enabling the human mind to release fear of the unknown and to embrace the sacred teachings of the psyche. It awakens the mind to esoteric teachings so we may access knowledge that cannot be utilised or even understood through the study of science alone. It compels humanity to embrace sexuality and intimacy, awakening the kundalini and rejuvenating the body. This Chirionic placement therefore rules tantric practices, meditation and mantras. It also holds a space for new energetic practices, teachings and procedures by releasing control and abuse related to religious persecution. It dissolves suppressive dogma and institutions to create a new level of spiritual awareness that is personally and spiritually empowering.
CHIRON IN LEO

CHIRON IN LEO READING

If Chiron falls in Leo in your chart, there exists a wounding in your ego, which expresses your sense of self. Those with this placement are urged to purify their will, enabling manifestation through pure intent and consciousness.

The Chiron in Leo is very creative and even artistic, but to express their creativity is very painful for them. This is often the result of inner child wounding created by the stress of expectation, causing you to suppress your talents. Some Chiron in Leo’s can hold inner child trauma related to neglect or deprivation, and still others hold trauma from the pain of not pursuing a gift or talent as a child.

Wherever it comes from, the Chiron in Leo is burdened by a missed opportunity to shine their light. This can leave you feeling deprived of the joy that comes with the experience of child-like wonder, making you feel awkward, untalented or lacking in natural ability. Your wound makes it difficult for you to see the gifts and talents you hold, which is usually rooted in past life wounding related to a lack of recognition. This wound gives you the unique gift to see talent and creative ability in others, and you will often surround yourself with creatively successful people, or put yourself in situations where you can support others to succeed in such ventures. However, the true desire of the Chiron in Leo is to be adored for your own gifts, talents and presence.

Creative expression is at the core of your need to heal. Those with this wound possess a need to establish a presence in the world, offering inspiration, energy and the joy of creative flow to themselves and those around them. When healed, this Chiron wound can bring fame and stardom. However, until you master your wound, you can become stuck in a ‘Peter Pan Syndrome’; you can painstakingly avoid ‘growing up’, can be naive regarding your responsibilities, or can act out in attention-seeking behaviours when faced with difficulty, regardless of your age. This comes from the frustration you feel when suppressed, creating discord or disharmony within you, and sometimes, within those around you.
Because this wound is connected to the inner child, working with children or building relationships with your own child will feed the soul, as will creative endeavours involved with the arts or media. By working with these interests you are able to express your ego or self to others and the world. This is your key; creative or artistic expression provides healing by clearing inner child wounding and personal suppression.

Leo is a fire sign. Those ruled by this sign are magnetic, inspirational, passionate, and electromagnetic or spiritual in nature. Past life pain has come through for you so you can enable these traits to shine by healing restriction, pessimism, and a sense of responsibility, usually caused by the expectations of others or the pressure of obligation. You are emotionally driven to release the burden of having the weight of the world on your shoulders, so you can find joy in expression.

At its core, Chiron in Leo heals the inner child and reconnects you to the refined emotional and spiritual qualities of child-like expression. This is a vital step toward self-mastery; as Christ proclaims, to enter the Kingdom of Heaven we must reconnect with the purity of the inner child. When you heal the inner child, the need to create unnecessary drama to be seen and loved for who you truly are will finally dissipate.

For those with Chiron in Leo, seeking attention or recognition only disconnects you further from your true self, and creates, over time, even more frustration. Rather than pitying yourself for not being recognised for your potential, Chiron in Leo encourages you to believe in yourself and to express the talents you have. By cultivating and cherishing your talents you are able to impact those around you so they too can believe in themselves and express aspects and qualities they hold dear. By healing the inner child, the ego becomes free to express the nature of the soul.

CHIRON IN LEO DECREE

El Morya resonates the Ray of clarity, personal expression and expansion.

EL MORYA

I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF MASTER EL MORYA.

THROUGH HIM...

I AM PURE CREATIVITY;

I AM DIVINE WILL;
I AM AN EXPRESSION OF CHILD-LIKE MAGIC;
I AM DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS.

THROUGH THE GRACE OF MASTER EL MORYA, I MANIFEST AND
RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.

I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT
INTO THE WORLD.

CHIRON IN LEO PROCEDURE

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions release.

2. See, sense or feel an EMERALD-GREEN light or vibration resonating out from your heart chakra. As it becomes stronger, feel it heal and open the heart chakra so the emotional body can heal. Feel your emotions develop with ease and harmony.

3. Set the intent to purify and rejuvenate your power centre. To do this, bring your mind to solar plexus chakra, situated in your stomach area. See, sense or feel a radiant YELLOW light and vibration resonating out from the chakra. Feel it heal and open, purifying the ego.

4. Now sense or feel WHITE LIGHT moving up from your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet.
As it becomes stronger, feel it radiate throughout your whole body and out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel it uplift your vibration. Love and light wash throughout your body and consciousness.

5. Using a **SILVER** frequency of light, draw a large heart symbol over the body. You are now cocooned in the vibration of unconditional love.

![Heart symbol](image)

6. Tune into your Chiron Point, a small but powerful chakra situated midway between your solar plexus and heart chakras. Ask for an etheric drop of CLEAR QUARTZ crystal essence to be placed into this point.

7. Now say in your mind’s eye, “*I embrace the healing of my inner child. I express myself with ease and creativity*”. Feel your emotions purifying. New emotions can be reborn on a soul level, healing the body and awakening new levels of awareness. Your gifts and talents can now shine.

8. Now, bring through the Violet Flame to embrace healing and enhance creative flow. To do this, see, sense or feel a fiery PURPLE/VIOLET moving up from your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. See it radiate throughout your whole body and then out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. All stress and negativity disperses from your body and consciousness and into the Light. A deep sense of wellness in body, mind and soul begins to birth itself.

9. White Light your body once again. Visualise radiant WHITE LIGHT moving up from your Earth Star chakra. As it becomes stronger, feel it radiate throughout your whole body and out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Set the intent to recognise and own your gifts. You are seen for who you are.

10. Complete by grounding back into the Earth. To do this, draw a **SILVER** line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.
11. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN LEO READING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREATIVITY &amp; RADIANCE</td>
<td>&quot;I feel joy. I express myself through creativity.&quot;</td>
<td>AVENTURINE</td>
<td>BUTTERFLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KUNZITE</td>
<td>BULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IOLITE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AMETRINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How do you work with the Chiron of a child when the wounding centres on the inner child? How do you teach a child to be a child? The answer is to make sure your Chiron in Leo feels unconditionally loved, and is given the encouragement to express their true self.

You will always feel the presence of a Chiron in Leo child because they will constantly be finding new ways to express themselves. Their energy is extremely radiant as they try on different interests, personalities and attitudes. Their interaction with loved ones allows them to develop a true picture of who they are, enabling them to settle in themselves. This enhances their creativity, (which is an extension of their spirit), consciousness, feelings and identity; their ego. Encourage them to shine their light brightly, allowing their personality to develop.
These children are creative thinkers and will benefit greatly if they are provided with avenues to express this creativity. Nurture and encourage them to explore their interests and abilities until they are able to do it for themselves. It is also important to listen to what interests them, rather than placing them in activities you did as a child. The Chiron in Leo child must learn to love themselves and feel that their expression and personality is validated; they need to know they will be loved no matter how they express themselves. They will gain great pride in seeing you support their endeavours, even if these interests seem foreign to you. Expressing their abilities is a healing experience for them; through it they learn to trust and develop their creativity.

As parents, we can never completely protect our children from their fears, nor can we ensure they will always be the best at whatever they pursue. The Chiron in Leo child will experience great growth through the highs and lows of success and failure, if supported by an unconditional family unit. The experience of failure will aid their search for self-identity just as much as your praise will. This teaches your Chiron in Leo child to surrender an attachment to the ego; it is the experience itself that brings joy, regardless of the outcome. Playful experience is important; their gifts and talents will come from joyful experience, rather than through expectation or pressure.

Sometimes the Chiron in Leo child will innocently boast of their achievements or the talents they will have in the future. Honesty and unconditional love are key. Always support them in the pursuit of their goals, but be sure to give them a realistic view of the work and dedication that these endeavours entail. If the Chiron in Leo child is led to believe that they can conquer the world, the pain, embarrassment and disappointment they experience when they fail can cause them great pain later in life.

Children with Chiron in Leo will also put exceptional pressure on themselves to please their parents, even if it is in a field for which they have no interest. They feel the pressure of expectation greatly, causing them to stifle their creativity. A kindergarten painting posted on the fridge or praise for their singing abilities will go far in healing the pressure of expectation. To support them through this, it is important for their parents to reconnect with their own inner child to create a fun and playful environment in which they can express themselves. Imaginative games and stories of magical worlds give them great joy, especially when they are able to share them with you. If they feel they are made to grow up too early, they will suppress their creative talents.

Above all, these children need to grow up in an open and positive environment.
What you see is what you get with the Chiron in Leo child; they wear their heart on their sleeve. It is through their family that they learn to maintain these qualities, thereby mastering their Chiron placement in Leo.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN LEO PROCEDURE**

The *Mermaid, Wish upon a Star, Lyra’s Harp, Fairy in the Forest, Animal Magic, Pyramid* and *Bubble Bath* meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication are very effective in supporting the Chiron in Leo wounding.

**PROCEDURE**

The following procedure with help to energetically connect your Chiron in Leo child to the Earth’s grid, so they may embrace the wonderful experiences this reality offers. It will support them to maintain child-like qualities as their ego embraces its sense of identity.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, *“Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe.”* Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, *“Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body.”* As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

3. Visualise a soft EMERALD-GREEN light resonating out from their heart chakra, situated in the centre of their chest. This will open and their heart, releasing stress on the emotional and mental planes.
4. Now tune into their Chiron Point, a small but powerful chakra situated midway between the solar plexus (stomach area) and heart chakras. Ask for an etheric drop of AQUAMARINE crystal essence to be placed into this point. Feel the healing vibration of this crystal resonating throughout their whole body and consciousness.

5. Now say to your child, "You feel joy. You are loved. You express yourself through your creativity".

6. Continue by grounding them into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. They feel safe and connected to the Earth.

7. Complete by placing a five-pointed star into their Earth Star chakra. This will connect them to the changing grid, allowing for stability and a true sense of belonging in the world. Say to your child, "Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready”.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN LEO

On a universal level, Chiron in Leo supports the clearing of inner child wounding for long-term physical and emotional healing. The healing of the inner child brings understanding and forgiveness for the attainment of self-love. It creates new levels of awareness, awakens new emotions and cleanses restrictive patterning, enabling new beginnings to occur. It heals and liberates us on a core level.

This Chironic placement influences the arts and literature. It also holds a space for the beautiful and pure qualities of the child. It inspires us to come back to a place of pure heart and intent, and awakens creativity so beauty can manifest in our world. When child-like qualities are embraced, a sense of joy and wonder is attained.
If Chiron falls in Virgo in your chart, you bear the pain of compulsiveness, which can bring you unnecessary stress. You like to be in control and you are usually a perfectionist in whatever you apply yourself to. These attributes can make you overly analytical or even critical, not only towards others, but also yourself. The key for the Chiron in Virgo is to ‘lighten up’ and feel the joy of being in the moment.

You are very conscious of your body and appearance, and are usually interested in physical health and wellbeing. You can be quite fearful of health problems and may needlessly worry about small symptoms and ailments. This concern for your health is often rooted in a deep fear of illness. Fear regarding the health of the body can also manifest as a fear of growing old. Indeed, it is common for the aging Chiron in Virgo to see this maturation as a symptom of illness. You have an acute sensitivity to physical pain, and may at times feel uncomfortable in your skin. As a result, you can possess a tendency to put unnecessary stress on your body. Fasting and dieting are often unhealthy pursuits for the Chiron in Virgo as they can cause you to feel even more discomfort in your body. Working towards a nutritious, active and holistic lifestyle will best enable you to find peace in the physical experience. When you overcome the fear of illness you decode genetic pain and co-create new levels of healing and awareness.

Because the Chiron in Virgo is so connected to their body, they also have a deep appreciation for sex and the sensations it creates. Sexual expression is important to your overall happiness, though you can be insecure regarding your sexuality. This can come from projection from others, a history of relationships that lack intimacy, or emotional distance between your parents. Your Chiron triggers you to embrace, rather than suppress, your natural ability to express love. When you conquer these limitations, intimate relationships will be a site of great healing for you. Your Chiron compels you to experience and embrace the joy of pleasure and sensation.
At its core, The Chiron in Virgo yearns to embrace the physical as a part of their consciousness or identity. This is connected to Virgo’s astrological representation as the Goddess. Virgo represents the Earth and the healing potential of Gaia, and those born under this sign are driven to embrace her healing power. Exploring caves and forests, visiting natural wonders and swimming in the ocean are all activities that offer you tranquility and healing. Meditation is also a very healing practice for you, as is the study of alternative remedies. In fact, these practices are almost essential to the health of the Chiron in Virgo as they work with the body and the soul. If you work with yourself in this way, you will not experience so many learning curves through emotional/mental stress and physical symptoms.

The Chiron in Virgo is so sensitive in their body that they cannot distinguish between emotional and physical pain. This causes you to fear vulnerability, placing considerable stress on your mental plane. As a result, you can be quite critical, stubborn and unwilling to relinquish control. You tend to be a perfectionist and can place a great deal of expectation on yourself and those around you. This desire for perfection can cause some Chiron in Virgos to become workaholics; even when you perform high above expectation, you often find it difficult to relax and have fun. You may also have compulsive tendencies and desire rigid structure in both your home and work life. This fear of vulnerability and weakness is overcome through unconditional love. When you develop love for yourself, you gain an innate connection to the Animal Kingdom and the Earth. The Chiron in Virgo heals when they reconnect to the Goddess, and the energy, wisdom, natural abundance and alchemical healing powers of Gaia.

The Chiron in Virgo lesson is to be able to hold energy while at the same time surrendering to the unexpected. You will often be triggered to allow flexibility, receptivity and openness into your life. You therefore struggle with two conflicting forces, the dynamics of which offer you the greatest learning curves. When you balance these forces, your etheric body is able to receive the elements and energies of the Earth for physical healing, allowing you to master the creative principle of the Goddess. You hold the key to enable creative energy to flow, supporting the healing process of your body, and the co-creation of the reality you desire.

Rather than seeking to control or contain your physical energy, Chiron in Virgo encourages you to acknowledge and accept your vulnerabilities and imperfections. When you do this, you become open to a healing connection to the Earth and Gaia, supporting your awakening into higher consciousness. Through this connection to Gaia you gain the greatest gift of all, the Holy Grail itself; the ability to self-heal.
When you heal your wound, you have the potential to become a very adept healer in spiritual healing modalities, as well as in orthodox and alternative medicine.

The Chiron in Virgo is compelled on a path of service in support of humanity’s healing and evolution.

**CHIRON IN VIRGO DECREED**

Master Hilarion resonates the Ray of divine healing, truth and prosperity.

**MASTER HILARION**

_I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF MASTER HILARION._

_THROUGH HIM..._

_I AM CONNECTED TO GAIA AND THE EARTH;_

_I AM NURTURED BY THE GODDESS;_

_I AM REBORN;_

_I AM HEALED._

_THROUGH THE GRACE OF MASTER HILARION I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH._

_I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD._

**CHIRON IN VIRGO PROCEDURE**

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions release.
2. Run the Crystal Cross over the body. Using your power finger, slowly draw a large cross over the body in WHITE LIGHT, crossing at your heart (top to bottom, left to right - as shown below).

3. See, sense or feel an EMERALD-GREEN light or vibration resonating out from your heart chakra. As it becomes stronger, see it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel it rejuvenate all atoms and cells in your body, creating a deep healing process.

4. Sense or feel a SILVER heart symbol appearing over and around your heart chakra. Then set the intent for a SILVER OM symbol to be placed into your heart centre. Feel it connect you to Gaia. Feel your body attune to the Earth’s grid, filtering healing elements into your etheric/physical body. This attunes your heart, body and soul to the Earth’s vibration, creating alchemy and healing.
5. Now sense or feel WHITE LIGHT moving up from your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. As it becomes stronger, feel it radiate throughout your whole body and out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. As you do this, set the intent to purify and clear all pain from the body and consciousness. Now, set the intent to embody the Light. Stay open and receptive to all the changes coming through in support of your enlightenment.

6. Continue by grounding into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

7. Complete by placing a five-pointed star into your Earth Star chakra. Ask for a blue/green AMAZONITE crystal to be placed into the chakra. This will connect you to the changing grid, allowing stability and flexibility to come through.

8. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.
CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN VIRGO READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALING &amp; TRUST</td>
<td>“I love the Earth and her kingdoms. Through nature I heal. It brings me joy.”</td>
<td>EMERALD AQUAMARINE TURQUOISE AMMONITE</td>
<td>TURTLE SCARAB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children with Chiron in Virgo are very sensitive in their bodies, and hold a wound regarding body-image and physical health. Their sensitivity to the Earth’s grid makes them more likely to experience the lightbody symptoms outlined in Chapter 4. Building a strong connection to the Earth offers these children physical strength and healing.

Chiron in Virgo children have a tendency to process a lot mentally, and can get overwhelmed with the pressures of life, study and relationships. They also find it difficult to differentiate between physical and emotional pain, which can cause them great stress. When they are feeling ungrounded, distressed, overwhelmed or uncomfortable in their body, they can manifest rigid perceptions and behaviour, as well as moodiness. They will not understand why they feel the way they do, simply because society has forgotten how to reconnect to the simple things in life. It is important that they unplug from the stresses of the world every now and again, and experience the simplicity of a life lacking in distractions. Recreation, relaxation and even meditation will help them decompress, allowing them to identify the dynamics that stress can create in one’s life.

When they are feeling stress in their mind and body, taking them out into nature is especially important. This is because Chiron in Virgo children are born with a unique connection to nature, the elements and the grid of the Earth. These children yearn to feel grounded and safe. Encourage them to value the connection they have with the Earth by taking them on outdoor excursions as often as you can. They will also benefit from being taught about crystals, plants and herbs, so they can connect with the therapeutic properties of nature.
These children also have a special connection to the Animal Kingdom. Where possible, owning a pet will give them great joy, and will be a significant catalyst for learning. Through their relationship with animals they learn how to trust and experience the emotion of unconditional love. Learning to be unconditional with themselves will support their long-term emotional wellness, as well as their attitude toward their body.

If they do not develop healthy body-image at a young age, the Chiron in Virgo teenager can manifest great discomfort in their body. Eating problems are especially destructive to the Chiron and Virgo, as they deprive them of the nourishment and groundedness they so crave. Teaching them to enjoy nutritional food and cooking will help them to overcome this wound. In fact, because their bodies are so sensitive to processed food, nutrition is especially important to these children. The key is to not put too much emphasis on the way food affects the body. If they are constantly told that “this food causes cancer”, and “that food makes you fat”, they will develop an obsession with food in general.

It is important to keep them informed, but if they are taught to fear food, they can develop a negative relationship with it.

It is also beneficial to encourage them to love their body. You can do this by getting them involved in activities that allow them to get in touch with their life-force and strength, such as yoga, dance or sport. Complimenting their appearance will give them confidence and will help them feel the joy of bodily experience.

When the Chiron in Virgo child has healed their Chiron wounding, they gain an innate ability to self-heal through the support of the Earth. They become confident and secure with their bodies and learn how to manage the stressful situations that can occur in their adult lives. Together, you heal through the support of Earth and Gaia.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN VIRGO PROCEDURE**

When your Chiron in Virgo child is experiencing emotional pain that is manifesting on a physical level, the Transference Healing® procedures detailed in Chapter 4 will support them to clear these symptoms, as will the adults Chiron in Virgo procedure, (if the child is 10 years of age or older). Transference Healing® sustains the frequencies of nature, which will help your child to reconnect to the elements of the Earth.

You can also help connect them to the Earth by practising the following affirmation.
When they are feeling distressed, hold them and whisper into their ear, “Feel safe and connected to the Earth. Through the Earth you heal, play and feel the joy of life”. When they are young, saying this to them in their sleep will help them to absorb it on an unconscious level.

The OM, Merlin and the Crystal Cave, Twilight and Magic Tree meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication will help them ground and heal. The Fairy in the Forest, Animal Magic, Magic Mountain, Mermaid and Spaceship meditations will inspire their personal growth. It will be especially nourishing for them if these meditations are practised outside, in the natural elements.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN VIRGO

On a universal level, Chiron in Virgo teaches us how to reconnect to the Goddess, and to our memory of being one with the essence, energy, wisdom, natural abundance and alchemical healing powers of Gaia. It supports natural healing abilities and anchors the sacred teachings of alchemy back onto the planet, as well as a deeper understanding of the Creative Principle. This Chironic placement also supports our connection to the Animal Kingdom and the sustainable use of the Earth’s resources. The Chiron in Virgo influence opens the unconditional heart of humanity.

Chiron in Virgo supports us to love and connect with the physical body, and to enjoy the stimulation of food and sex. It encourages us to feed the body through the Earth, stimulating cellular rejuvenation for overall wellness.

Most importantly, Chiron in Virgo changes the way we understand healing. It teaches us about the technology of the DNA, as well as the fields of medical science. It opens us up to our self-healing abilities by raising our awareness of alternative and spiritual healing modalities and practices. The study of healing is supported by Chiron in Virgo so the physical body can sustain long-term wellness. Through healing we unite the mind, body and spirit, creating ascension.
If Chiron falls in Aquarius in your chart, you bear the fear of betrayal, and of feeling alienated by or isolated from those around you. There exists among Chiron in Aquarius people a wounding around feeling comfortable or safe within a group, whether in a family unit, community or professional industry.

There often exists a deep lack of trust within the Chiron in Aquarius, as well as a fear of not being valued. This is rooted in past life trauma related to being discriminated against or betrayed by a group, be it an organisation or community. You are so unique or eccentric in nature that you are very aware of what people think about you, making it exceptionally difficult for you to ‘hold your light’ in group situations. You can also be very ungrounded, simply because you find it difficult to stay conscious when you are feeling overwhelmed. Because you can feel as though you are constantly fighting for your sense of self, emotional dynamics or power-plays can sometimes occur between you and those around you. You tend to be so extremely sensitive regarding your differences that you need to be constantly reassured, accepted and recognised for your gifts. This can prevent you from ‘fitting in’ and feeling the joy of participating with others in a unified way.

However, it is only through your experiences as a part of a group or community that you can heal your wound and manifest your gifts and talents. It is your uniqueness that you need to embrace, enabling you to bring forth your true sense of self, and releasing the need to create conflict by staying separate. When you heal the need to separate yourself from others, you emanate such interesting and distinctive qualities that the groups or organisations you are a part of can be seen for their uniqueness as a whole.

The Aquarian aspect of this placement encourages you to think of the global or universal, rather than the personal or individual, and the struggle to unite these forces can create some imbalances.
You have such a deep desire for a better world that you are always trying to see the ‘big picture’, often to the detriment of your day-to-day wants and needs. This can cause you to neglect practical matters and your everyday responsibilities, including professional and personal demands, as well as the development of your potential. The Chiron in Aquarius tends to subconsciously suppress their ability to accomplish and achieve by overlooking their personal abilities or, on the other hand, by lacking in self-discipline.

These limitations manifest because you can find it difficult to feel anchored to the Earth, and therefore balanced and grounded. It is very important for those with this Chironic placement to participate in *acting* and *doing*, creating productive movement and change in your life. Dreaming of, rather than acting on, what should and can be done, or expecting that your problems will disappear on their own, will not give you the outcomes you desire. The Universe will provide for you in this world, but only through your action and intent, which sets you on the journey to your true potential. You are unique and have great potential, if you can balance and connect to Earth or physical reality by living in the *now*. When you do this, your dreams become reality, and you experience true joy and fulfilment.

Chiron in Aquarius is supporting you to hold the ideals of the next Golden Age so your gifts can support social change. First, however, you must learn to participate with others on a practical level so that your visions and dreams can be channelled into action and outcome. You cannot do this on your own; it is through the support of others that your visions and dreams materialise. Pursuing your interests through learning or study and participating in a state of service to others enhances your faith and personal gifts. When you embrace and utilise your unique abilities without fear of rejection, you overcome your Chiron wounding and express thoughts, words, feelings and spiritual perceptions that are inspirational to others. Through healing, you become a powerful teacher that holds a unifying presence, anchoring universal consciousness and bringing people together.

Participating in the world in this way is not only healing for you; it is your calling. Your Chiron is encouraging you to unite your spiritual family or soul group on Earth. By soul group I mean those intuitive, creative or spiritual beings whose thoughts, visions and ideals are aligned with your own. You are, through your Chiron in Aquarius nature, guiding or leading your spiritual family by teaching them how to manifest what the heart and mind sees as truth. You inspire others through your intuitive and creative expression.
At the heart of Chiron in Aquarius is the need to belong to a group and to feel a part of a large, significant force that is creating change in the world. However, your core wounding can make you feel so inadequate, marginalised and self-conscious that you can become disempowered, aloof or extremely ungrounded. This can create power dynamics in your life that can cause you to withdraw from the world, when what you truly desire is to share your energy and gifts with others. Rather than pulling away, creating drama or conflict through your need for acceptance, or pretending to be someone you're not, Chiron in Aquarius compels you to be yourself, reflect and cherish your uniqueness and eccentricity, and share your input with others. It is encouraging you to remain grounded and to actively participate in the NOW.

Once you own your individuality, you encourage others to express their true selves. You support diversity, release the pain of separation, and, for those who master, enable something significant to be created within our reality. This creative force goes beyond what others can comprehend simply because of its unique nature. The Chiron in Aquarius supports the shift and evolution of global consciousness.

**CHIRON IN AQUARIUS DECREE**

Lord Maitreya resonates the Ray of purity, spiritual ceremony and wisdom.

**LORD MAITREYA**

*I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF LORD MAITREYA.*

*THROUGH HIM...*

*I AM UNIQUE;*

*I AM ONE WITH THE EARTH AND UNIVERSE;*

*I AM CREATIVE EXPRESSION AND ACTION;*

*I AM ENLIGHTENED.*

*THROUGH THE GRACE OF LORD MAITREYA I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.*

*I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.*
CHIRON IN AQUARIUS PROCEDURE

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. WHITE LIGHT your body. To do this, visualise radiant white light coming up from your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. As it becomes stronger, feel it resonate throughout your whole body, and then out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Set the intent to purify and clear all pain within the body and consciousness.

2. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions release.

3. See, sense or feel an EMERALD-GREEN light or vibration resonating out from your heart chakra. Feel it expand throughout your entire body. Now feel it extend out into your auric field. Feel your heart chakra open, creating deep healing and harmony within your body, mind and soul.

4. With intent, visualise a large SILVER diamond appearing around your body. Slowly say in your mind’s eye; “I ask for the lines of my electromagnetic body to respond and align to the Earth’s geometric grid. I now come into a state of balance and wellness.”

5. While suspended in the diamond, visualise a large yin/yang symbol being placed over your body. Set the intent for the masculine/gold/solar frequencies and the feminine/silver/lunar frequencies to come into a state of balance within your body.
Your mind, body and soul come into a state of stability and wellness. You feel at one with nature and the Universe.

**YIN/YANG SYMBOL**

6. Ask to connect to your Higher Self. See, sense or feel pure WHITE LIGHT beginning to resonate out from your crown chakra, situated at the top of your head. As the light becomes stronger, feel the chakra heal and open.

7. Sense or feel this radiant WHITE LIGHT resonating throughout your whole body. Feel it being absorbed into every atom and cell of your being. Set the intent to anchor higher consciousness into the atomic structure of your body. Through this process you embody your Higher Self in support of awakening and enlightenment. Your mind becomes clearer, and your body comes into a state of inner peace and wellness.

8. Now, see this white light extend out into your auric field. Then see it extend out even further. Sense or feel yourself reflecting this light out into the world. Say in your mind’s eye, "*My light now shines. Through it I express my unique knowledge, gifts and talents to those I know and love*”.

9. Now, ground back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.
10. Complete by seeing the Etheric Master Grid symbol being placed into your Earth Star. You feel anchored into the Earth and its grid.

**ETHERIC MASTER GRID SYMBOL**

11. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN AQUARIUS READING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUALITY, UNITY &amp; CREATIVE EXPRESSION</td>
<td>“I embrace my individuality and shine. I create lasting and loving friendships in my life.”</td>
<td>KYANITE</td>
<td>PEACOCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DENDRITIC AGATE</td>
<td>WOLF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LABRADORITE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RAINBOW FLUORITE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chiron in Aquarius children have a deep desire to be accepted by others. They often devote tireless energy to changing or altering the way they talk, act, dress and express themselves in order to fit into various social groups, or to stand out to those they admire. Though they freely transform themselves time and time again, what they truly desire is to be loved for who they are.
These children have such a strong desire to be liked by others that they tend to mimic the personalities of those around them. Try as they may, however, the Chiron in Aquarius child will always feel a little different to everybody else. It is this difference that gives them the unique gifts and qualities that they were born to embrace with pride, strength and dignity. Unconditional love and support from their parents and friends will give them the courage to express their distinctive thoughts, perceptions and feelings, allowing them to find and maintain their own identity.

If the Chiron in Aquarius child is led to believe their differences make them strange or abnormal, they will suppress their feelings in a way that not only impacts their state of mind, but also their overall wellness. They will often need constant encouragement to honour their feelings and express their thoughts to others. Not only does this offer them a sense of belonging, but it also allows their leadership qualities to flourish and grow. Chiron in Aquarius children are being triggered to create and express unique and pioneering thoughts. Like many great leaders of the past, these children are meant to think outside the box in order to see, inspire and accomplish endeavours beyond what others are able to comprehend.

These children are so sensitive to what others think of them that they can also become emotionally overwhelmed. They are quite fragile in their body and emotions, and can at times be very ungrounded or ‘airy fairy’ in their behaviour. The more emotionally uncomfortable they become, the more they switch off from the world around them. Some situations that can trigger this reaction include times when they are being disciplined by teachers, or are quarrelling with friends. In these situations, the Chiron in Aquarius child can temporarily shut down some of their sensory perception, which can almost look as though they have left their bodies. Their sensitivity causes such severe anxiety that it can appear as though they simply cannot respond to you. These behaviours are very similar to those exhibited by indigo children, the attributes of which are detailed in Chapter 7. At these times, it is important that you speak to them clearly and softly while looking them in the eye. Although they may require discipline at the time, it is important they feel an emotional connection to you and are able to work through what they are feeling in an unconditional space.

Even when they are not in stressful situations, the Chiron in Aquarius child can get so caught up in their head that they can become very distracted, forgetful and overwhelmed with the demands of everyday life. These behaviours are not indicative of self-absorption or laziness, but are instead indications that your Chiron in Aquarius child is feeling especially ungrounded. These children can struggle to stay in the now and are compelled by this Chironic placement to work through these limitations.
Grounding them into the Earth will help them to feel at home in the world, as detailed in the procedures below. You can also support them by teaching them to cope with the demands of day-to-day practicalities. While these tasks may seem reasonably straightforward for many, the Chiron in Aquarius child can become so ungrounded that seemingly simple tasks can feel quite complicated. It is therefore very beneficial to get these children involved in everyday tasks and chores at a young age. Taking them with you when you go to the grocery store or getting them involved with making sure everything is packed for school will go a long way in helping your child stay grounded within this reality, as will ensuring they follow tasks or chores through to the end. Patience, persistence and consistency are key; if the Chiron in Aquarius child is made to feel inadequate, they will withdraw from the world around them. If these children are supported by positive energy and reinforcement, they will experience a sense of achievement that gives them faith in their abilities, building within them the confidence to participate in the world when they grow older.

Though they can seem to switch off from the world at times, these children are very mentally active and are constantly processing information from communication technology and the media. They have a deep desire to listen, learn and know the truth about the world, and are very inquisitive in nature. However, because they are so sensitive, their active mind can cause them to fret about the state of the world. In fact, news about natural disasters or warring countries can deeply concern these children. Out of all the Chiron placements, the Chiron in Aquarius is the most likely to think in universal and global terms. These children therefore benefit greatly from group and team interaction. Getting them involved in group activities will not only support their creative and intellectual abilities, but will also allow them to make friends and build relationships that make them feel confident with the state of the world, and in who they are.

Encourage your Chiron in Aquarius child to be themselves and to express their uniqueness, while at the same time being a strong, grounding influence in their lives. With your love and support, these children can heal their Chiron wound and become pioneering free thinkers that have the ability to unite and lead others into a better world.

CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN AQUARIUS PROCEDURE

The Animal Magic and Mermaid meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication will support the Chiron in Aquarius child to embrace the beautiful and unique qualities they hold.
The **Pyramid** and **Lyra’s Harp** meditations will support their self-expression and the development of their intellectual abilities.

To help them connect to the Earth when they are feeling ungrounded, or are struggling with their limitations, the **Magic Mountain, Fairy in the Forest** and **Magic Tree** meditations are also effective. The **Temple, Spaceship** and **Magic Well** meditations will help them build a personal connection with the world around them.

If your Chiron in Aquarius child is feeling especially ungrounded, working with crystals will offer them great energetic support. Some crystals that have a calming and grounding presence include red JASPER, AMAZONITE, AGATE (of any colour), CARNELIAN, and brown and blue TIGER’S EYE.

**PROCEDURE**

If they are feeling overwhelmed or distressed, the following affirmation will support your Chiron in Aquarius child to stay grounded and to work through their emotions. When they are asleep, whisper in their ear, "**You are grounded, safe and loved for who you are**”.

**THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN AQUARIUS**

On a universal level, Chiron in Aquarius is teaching us to think in global terms. It ignites within us the aspiration to change the world for the better. It offers resolutions to long-term concerns, and inspires us to pursue creative, spiritual and humanitarian endeavours.

Chiron in Aquarius is also supporting us to own our individuality so we can each express our unique aspect of the God/Goddess force. It holds a space for us to own our sense of identity so we can express the beauty of diversity. It therefore instils unconditional love and compassion within our hearts, healing the need for separation and judgement.

This Chironic placement also supports unification to initiate global change. It inspires original thought so humanity can evolve and live within a higher vibrational reality and state of consciousness. Chiron in Aquarius supports the rebirthing of Christ Consciousness; through it, we can create the next Golden Age.
Chiron in Libra Reading

If Chiron falls in Libra in your chart, you have a need to find harmony and fulfilment regarding issues of the heart, especially concerning your personal relationships. You possess a strong desire for equality and respect, and a tendency towards optimism. Justice and liberty are integral to the way you interact with the world, and you are often greatly impacted by injustices that occur in your life, as well as in the world in general.

The Chiron in Libra bears the pain of dependence and idealism regarding the experience of love. You have a tendency to become consumed with your relationship or with the pursuit of romantic love. You may view your partners through rose-coloured glasses, or may not see them for who they truly are at all; choosing to ignore imperfections, vulnerabilities and differences, rather than accepting and loving them for their individuality. It is as if you hold the ‘twin flame’ syndrome within your personal relationships. A twin flame relationship occurs between two souls who come from the same spiritual source, much like identical twins. Though these souls once lived in union, they go their separate ways, through many incarnations, in order to find their true identity. Though it is very rare, when one reunites with their twin flame on the Earth’s plane, the relationship that results is extremely intense and karmic. Twin flames have the tendency to become consumed with their desire and love for their partner, which can result in a loss of personal identity. This is because our twin flame is a reflection of ourself. At its core, twin flames are compelled to stay balanced through the dynamics created in their relationship. They must find themselves, emotionally and spiritually, if they are to feel whole and complete. If it is not valued from a spiritual perspective, a twin flame relationship can be destructive. On the other hand, it can be liberating, emotionally fulfilling and extremely spiritual in essence.

Anybody can experience a twin flame connection in their lifetime, regardless of which sign their Chiron sits in, however the Chiron in Libra often attracts karmic relationships that mirror the attributes and dynamics of a twin flame coupling.
This Chironic placement encourages you to emotionally heal so you can become strong enough to experience divine feelings of love, represented by the ultimate love - self-love - created by a twin flame connection.

The Chiron in Libra can therefore attract very karmic and sometimes consuming relationship issues. Until you heal and become stronger in your beliefs and your sense of self, the issues that arise within these karmic relationships can almost feel as though they are breaking your spirit. You can continually attract the same karmic circumstances by endlessly forming and destroying relationships that fail to live up to your standards or expectations. It is through personal introspection and reflection that you find the peace and resolution you seek. This allows you to feel complete in yourself, thereby enabling you to find fulfilment in your relationships with others.

Chiron in Libra is teaching you that relationships must be constructive, not destructive. This is achieved when you find balance between the polarity extremes of the emotional body, enabling you to sustain feelings of inner-harmony that create a sense of order during times of chaos. It is important you learn to stay grounded in the now, and do not become consumed with your feelings. Your relationships, and the dynamics that play out within them, act as a reflection of yourself; through them you come to know who you are and feel true self-love. When you become whole and complete in yourself, you overcome feelings of personal disempowerment, so you can hold a torch for independence and equality. By becoming stronger in your emotions you can find and feel the essence of ‘true love’.

The Chiron in Libra often possesses a strong need to feel validated by loved ones, when what you truly desire is self-love. The key is to be true to yourself and to speak and express the way you feel in your relationships. This enables you to be seen and loved for who you are, and not for an image projected on you by the expectations of others. When you allow your beauty to shine, you can sustain truly fulfilling relationships.

Rather than demanding harmony and perfection, Chiron in Libra compels you to understand that true expression can lead to greater intimacy, love and fulfilment. By learning to be independent and by fostering healthy, balanced relationships, (by working through karmic issues), you are able to work through your emotions, and find balance, harmony and love.

Those with this sign can be quite intelligent and are often drawn to industries surrounded by a sense of beauty, glamour or romance. They can be attracted to creative professions in design, fashion, beauty therapy, modelling, photography and writing.
On the other hand, they can be drawn to agencies of law and justice, or to relationship counselling and mediation. When you heal your wound you hold a creative and empowered presence that brings others together through love, equality and mutual respect.

**CHIRON IN LIBRA DEGREE**

Goddess Athena resonates the light of justice, equality, creativity and beauty.

**GODDESS ATHENA**

*I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF THE ATHENA.*

*THROUGH HER...*

*I AM BALANCED;*

*I AM FILLED WITH HARMONY AND PEACE;*

*I AM THE FLAME OF JUSTICE;*

*I AM LOVED AND FEEL COMPLETE.*

*THROUGH THE GRACE OF ATHENA I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.*

*I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.*

**CHIRON IN LIBRA PROCEDURE**

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. **WHITE LIGHT** your body. To do this, visualise radiant white light coming up from your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. As it becomes stronger, feel it resonate throughout your whole body, and then out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body.
Set the intent to purify and clear all pain within the body and consciousness.

2. With intent, visualise a large **SILVER** diamond appearing around your body. Slowly say in your mind’s eye, “I ask for the lines of my electromagnetic body to respond and align to the Earth’s geometric grid. I now come into a state of balance and wellness”.

3. Set the intent to align and repair the three magnetic Lines of Force.
   a. See or sense a **SILVER** light appearing above your head. See it gently move down the centre line of your body, from above the head to below the feet (as shown in diagram). This line taps into the very core of who you are. It sustains your life-force. Run it once only, carefully and slowly.
   b. See or sense a **SILVER** light appearing above the left side of your body. See it gently move down your left magnetic Line of Force, finishing below your feet (as shown in diagram). This line sustains the feminine aspect of self. As you run this line, you heal any schisms or distortions in your feminine Line of Force.
   c. See or sense a **SILVER** light appearing above the right side of your body. See it gently move down the right magnetic Line of Force, finishing below your feet (as shown in diagram). This line sustains the masculine aspect of self. As you run this line, you heal any schisms or distortions in your masculine line of force. You have now created an energetic state of balance. You embrace a state androgyne for physical and psychological wellness.

4. Now, see or sense a **SILVER** light creating a horizontal line across the body. See it start at your belly button and extend to the outer points of the diamond (as shown in diagram). This is your gravity line, which supports the balancing of the sacrum, releasing stress-related symptoms throughout the skeletal system. This includes back and joint pain, headaches, issues with blood pressure and feelings of anxiety. You feel safe and grounded.
5. Tune into Harmony Alignment Point 11, which is situated at your belly button. See or sense a GOLDEN-YELLOW frequency of light going into this area. Now, set the intent for an etheric drop of AMBER crystal essence to go into this point.

6. Sense or feel an energetic cord extending out from this point. This cord energetically connects you to all those you know or have known in the past (including family members and loved ones, people you have karma with, and those for which you have unresolved emotion). Using your fingers as scissors, sever the cord. This allows karma, unconscious feelings and unresolved issues to be resolved. Your relationships can come back into a state of balance and peace.

7. Now imagine a beautiful PINK bubble coming through. See it cocoon everyone you know in a pure vibration of love and light. After a minute, see the pink bubble dissolve. As it does this, all intense emotions and karmic energy begin to wash away. This enables you to experience harmony in your relationships.

8. Now visualise yourself suspended in the Light, with a large SILVER diamond once again around your body.
Sense, see or feel a large CLEAR QUARTZ twin flame crystal being placed over your body, the terminated ends pointed towards your head and feet. Say in your mind’s eye, "I ask the twin flame crystal to bring me into a state of balance. I ask it to heal and enhance my emotions, and bring unconditional love into my life. I embrace self-love so I can feel complete”.

9. Complete by grounding back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

10. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.
CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN LIBRA READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LOVE, BEAUTY & BALANCE | “I feel love in everyone & everything.” | TIFFANY STONE
DIOPTASE
SERPENTINE
ROSE QUARTZ | ELEPHANT
SEAHORSE |

Chiron in Libra children have a beautiful and gentle presence, though they fail to see it in themselves. They often carry a lack of self-love and strive to fill this void in their relationships with family, friends and, when their older, romantic partners. They therefore seek constant validation, and you may find that they become consumed with the emotional demands of their relationships.

As a catalyst for healing, these children are often drawn into friendships that are very karmic in nature. Karma creates intensity in a relationship, and unearthed feelings that are difficult to identify or understand. Children encountering these relationships can often feel out of their depth, overemotional, confused and frustrated. Of all the Chiron signs, those born with this placement will experience the most extreme emotional dynamics during their first love, and some will quite literally feel broken-hearted when this relationship comes to an end. Through these encounters they are being triggered to work with their emotions so they can heal underlying karmic pain. This not only nourishes their soul, but clears negative patterning. This clears the need to play out karmic relationships in their adult lives. Through relationships, they heal; they explore the dimensions of the heart and emotions, and through the love they feel for others, learn to love the self. This is their Holy Grail.

These children desire emotional structure in their home life. They need to see balance, honesty and harmony in the relationships of their parents or caregivers, so they can know that when times are difficult, love can flourish and grow through communication and support.
If they see this in the home, they can open their emotions and create balance and harmony in their own relationships.

These children are deeply affected by injustice and inequality, and are very attached to what they believe is fair and unfair. They will get very upset when put in a position where they have to take sides, or when they are in the midst of quarrels among friends. They are put in these situations to understand how to stay balanced and unconditional in their emotions. It can, however, be very stressful for them, especially when family is involved. It is therefore very important to nurture these children through parental separation or divorce. The severing procedure detailed below will help them to detach from the emotional dynamics that can play out when the relationships around them are in conflict.

The Chiron in Libra child is being taught how to dissolve negative emotions so they can learn how to create a positive and harmonious environment. A sense of tranquillity and beauty is something they yearn for, and this makes them very adept at seeing true beauty in others. However, if they are emotionally deprived and do not feel loved for who they are, they can become very emotionally dependent. They can also become overly attached to physical or external beauty, affecting their self-esteem, and causing them to detach from their identity and sense of self. At its most extreme, the Chiron and Libra child that lacks self-love can develop self-destructive tendencies, including those involving eating disorders and self-harm. This is rooted in the conflicting feelings they have about themselves, feelings that they heal through their relationships with others. These relationships act as mirrors, giving them self-awareness that eventually leads to self-love. When the Chiron in Libra child learns to love themselves, their yearning for wholeness - a soul mate, a sense of identity or other half – is fulfilled.

Those with this placement have a natural ability to shine, though they must first embrace the essence of their soul with grace and pride. This awakens their creativity and emotional expression. The parent of the Chiron in Libra child is very blessed. You will generally have a warm and emotionally profound relationship with this child, which comes from their desire to love deeply. Enjoy the beauty and joy this relationship brings.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN LIBRA PROCEDURE**

The *Mermaid* and *Spaceship* meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication will support your Chiron in Libra child in their search for self-love.
The **Magic Well, Lotus** and **Temple** meditations will inspire them to purify and heal their emotions while seeing the beauty around them. This creates faith and trust.

**PROCEDURE**

The following procedure with help your Chiron in Libra child to detach from relationships that are emotionally or energetically draining. This procedure not only enables them to find clarity, but it also severs karmic emotions, patterns, circumstances and genetic wounds. It is important to realise that you are not severing relationships; you are severing the karma. This stops and prevents energy plays, surrogation, extended emotional intensity and, subsequently, depletion. You can practise this procedure on them, or, when they are older, can teach them to run it on themselves.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, *“Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe.”* Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Run a **GOLDEN YELLOW** frequency of light into Harmonic Alignment Point 11, situated at the belly button. Sense, feel or see an etheric drop of **AMBER** crystal essence going into this point.
3. Sense or feel an energetic cord extending out from this point. This cord energetically connects them to all the karmic relationships in their life. Using your fingers as scissors, sever the cord, so karma, unconscious feelings and unresolved issues can be resolved.

4. Now imagine a beautiful PINK bubble coming through. See it cocoon everyone they know in a pure vibration of love and light. After a minute, see the pink bubble dissolve. As it does this, all intense emotions and karmic energy begin to wash away. This brings harmony to their relationships.

5. To complete, say, "You can open your eyes when you are ready". It may take them a minute to come completely back into consciousness.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN LIBRA

On a universal level, Chiron in Libra is teaching us how to delve into the emotions of the heart and soul so we may express our true selves, and embrace loving and fulfilling relationships. It evolves our emotions to enhance feelings of unconditional love, through which true equality is birthed. The Chiron in Libra influence supports justice, holding a space for human rights and the institutions of law.

This Chironic placement also triggers us to not only heal karmic pain, but to understand how the emotions impact the body on an alchemical level, reviving the sacred teachings and practices of the kundalini in support of balance and enlightenment.
Through love and sexual intimacy, Chiron in Libra reveals how the body and soul facilitates the technology of the kundalini. It unveils the spiritual aspect of relationships, which exists above and beyond emotional and physical stimulation.

It also supports us to feel compassion and to come into a state of oneness, dispelling separation and segregation. Through this enlightened state of consciousness and being, Christ Consciousness is reborn in the heart of humanity. It is through this consciousness that the mind reaches beyond the boundaries of the physical world to achieve spiritual and creative expression. It brings gratitude and grace, and supports us to experience the greatest love of all; self-love.
If Chiron falls in Sagittarius in your chart, you fear the pain of confinement and possess a deep yearning for the freedom to follow your passions. You also search for truth, which triggers you to break through restrictive patterning that prevents you from reconnecting to your Higher Self. You tend to have past life wounding related to battles and conflicts associated with religion and spirituality, and are drawn to find a belief system that does not suppress or restrain you. At its core, you are on a life quest to find true spiritual meaning.

The Chiron in Sagittarius can feel confined at a very core level. You often feel restless and may find it difficult to make commitments, both personally and professionally. On the other hand, you can find comfort in restriction, which causes you to overburden yourself with responsibility. This can manifest rigidity in your perception, and can create a dependency that causes you to feel frustrated, deprived and begrudging. Your Chiron wound compels you to overcome restrictive patterning so you can feel the freedom of a life unbound by worldly constraints. When you free yourself from the distractions of the mind, you gain insight and awareness that opens you up to your Higher Self.

You have a deep desire to be free and often seek meaning through exploration and travel. Seeing the world, and learning about its cultures and religions, helps you to grasp the diversity of human nature and the psyche. Travel opens your heart and brings you great fulfilment, though there is one final frontier you must cross in order for you to live a spirituality that fulfils you on a soul level. Self-exploration is key; when you look within you break free from the limitations of Earthly dogma to find true spiritual meaning. This process is supported by the universal teachings that energetically encompass, or are incorporated within, all living matter.

Your quest is to establish a belief system accessed through the heart and not through the external world.
Though the Chiron in Sagittarius will journey to the farthest corners of the Earth to feel inspired, true peace and fulfilment will not be found until you connect to your Higher Self. This is the vehicle through which we expand consciousness and live a reality free from the bonds of karmic pain and restriction. To awaken this heightened level of consciousness you are compelled by universal forces to work through the limitations of the Lower Self. By this I mean behavioural patterning that no longer serves you; thoughts and feelings that have diminished your freedom to live in a consciousness of openness and awareness. When you anchor and integrate the Higher Self, your mind can absorb and understand knowledge that feeds the soul.

Those with Chiron in Sagittarius therefore crave internal work; you find what you seek by working with your energy and consciousness. This allows you to see the world with heightened awareness, enabling you to energetically identify with the sacred teachings you so love to explore. Travelling and learning about different cultures opens your consciousness, but you will only find truth when you draw your own conclusions and establish your own philosophies. You connect to the Universe when you find or feel your own belief system and understanding of the world.

Certain spiritual practices will support your reconnection to your Higher Self by helping you to heal old emotional and past life pain. Kundalini practices are particularly powerful for you, as are mantra and meditation practices that work with sacred sounds/words to create light and energy in the body. These practices help you to embody your Higher Self; to feel the spiritual in bodily experience. By anchoring the Higher Self into the body, you can remain open to the intervention of Spirit. You have an innate ability to receive support from the Universe, but you must first release yourself from restriction, remain open, and acknowledge the blessings you receive.

The Chiron in Sagittarius can become quite resentful when their knowledge and wisdom is underestimated, or when they are not recognised for their spiritual gifts. Rather than fearing a conventional, ordinary or mundane fate, Chiron in Sagittarius compels you to acknowledge and utilise your wisdom and gifts so you can break free from worldly restrictions, and live an open, aware and spiritually inspiring reality. Overcoming feelings of restriction offers you spiritual empowerment, fulfilment and freedom. When you heal your Chiron wounding, you hold divine wisdom. You live your beliefs and support others in their search for healing, insight, reason and truth.
CHAPTER 6 - Chiron: The Holy Grail of Healing

CHIRON IN SAGITTARIUS DECREE

Lord Sananda resonates the Ray of Enlightenment.

LORD SANANDA

I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF LORD SANANDA.

THROUGH HIM...

I AM THE EMBODIMENT OF MY HIGHER SELF;

I AM UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS;

I AM SPIRITUAL IN ESSENCE;

I AM ENLIGHTENED.

THROUGH THE GRACE OF LORD SANANDA I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.

I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.

CHIRON IN SAGITTARIUS PROCEDURE

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. With intent, visualise a large SILVER diamond appearing around your body. Slowly say in your mind’s eye; “I ask for the lines of my electromagnetic body to respond and align to the Earth’s geometric grid. I now come into a state of balance and wellness”.

2. Set the intent to align and repair the three magnetic Lines of Force.
   a. See or sense a SLIVER light appearing above your head. See it gently move down the centre line of your body, from above the head to below the feet (as show in the diagram over page). This line taps into the very core of who you are. It sustains your life-force. Run it once only, carefully and slowly.
b. See or sense a SLIVER light appearing above the left side of your body. See it gently move down your left magnetic Line of Force, finishing below your feet (**as show in the diagram below**). This line sustains the feminine aspect of self. As you run this line, you heal any schisms or distortions in your feminine Line of Force.

c. See or sense a SLIVER light appearing above the right side of your body. See it gently move down the right magnetic Line of Force, finishing below your feet (**as show in the diagram below**). This line sustains the masculine aspect of self. As you run this line, you heal any schisms or distortions in your masculine Line of Force. You have now created an energetic state of balance, and embrace a state androgyne for physical and psychological wellness.

3. Now, see or sense a SILVER light creating a horizontal line across the body. See it start at your belly button and extend to the outer points of the diamond (**as show in the diagram below**). This is your gravity line, which supports the balancing of the sacrum, releasing stress-related symptoms throughout the skeletal system. This includes back and joint pain, headaches, issues with blood pressure and feelings of anxiety. You feel safe and grounded.
4. Attune to your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Etherically place a blue TIGER’S EYE crystal into the chakra. The yin/yang, internal/external, masculine/feminine principles unite within you; you now sustain a state of absolute balance. You ground into the Earth as you reconnect to your Higher Self. Feel yourself slowly shifting in consciousness.

5. Gently tilt your chin up to a 60 degree angle. You have now left beta consciousness and have entered into alpha consciousness. This is the consciousness at which you are most receptive to your Higher Self.

6. Ask for an etheric drop of CLEAR QUARTZ crystal essence to be placed into your third eye chakra, situated in the centre of your forehead. Now say in your mind’s eye, “I am receptive and open to my Higher Self”. Sense, see of feel a crystalline WHITE LIGHT beginning to resonate out from the centre of this chakra.

7. Now bring your mind to your heart centre, situated in the centre of your chest. Feel yourself move into a deeper state of stillness. As you do so, sense this white light expand throughout your whole body, into every atom and cell of your being. Feel yourself being engulfed by pure white light. It purifies suppressed emotion and thought patterns, creating shifts in consciousness.

8. Now see the white light extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Feel yourself embody the Light and your Higher Self. Say in your mind’s eye, “I now reconnect to my Higher Self. I embody my Higher Self and higher consciousness on Earth”.

9. Complete by grounding into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

10. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.
CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN SAGITTARIUS READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRUTH, EXPLORATION &amp; AWARENESS</td>
<td>“I love to explore &amp; experience the mysteries of life.”</td>
<td>BLUE HOWLITE</td>
<td>HORSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MALACHITE</td>
<td>OWL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LAPIS LAZULI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chiron in Sagittarius children are very inquisitive, and are constantly seeking knowledge and truth. These children see beyond what exists in their immediate reality, and yearn to find answers to the great ‘why’s’ of human existence. Their search for meaning enables them to develop the internal resources to make sense of the external world. When they achieve balance between these two forces, they develop a deep connection to their inner self, allowing them to heal and grow.

Most Chiron in Sagittarius children will thoroughly enjoy school, as they have an innate drive to learn. They absorb knowledge well and possess a special interest in the forces of nature. Literature and technology are especially appealing to them, as is learning about animals, geography, history and the way other cultures live. Information about science or anything metaphysical will be especially fascinating to the Chiron in Sagittarius child, as it connects them to the spiritual or internal forces at play in the world around them. Their quest for knowledge helps them to unify the left and right hemispheres of the brain, creating a state of consciousness that feeds not only the mind, but also the soul. Their true calling is to create their own unique understanding of the world, as well as a deep philosophical belief system.

Because these children have so many thoughts and questions buzzing around in their minds, they are often very active and energetic. The Chiron in Sagittarius child loves to explore and can grow very restless or anxious if they are feeling confined and unstimulated. Getting them involved in physical activity is very beneficial, as are excursions that feed their inquisitive nature, such as family trips to museums or zoos.
Being outside helps them to rejuvenate on a cellular level, and can also have a very soothing effect on their overactive mind and body.

Their thoughts can often feel so overwhelmingly numerous that they can also be very verbal and outspoken. This communication is extremely important to them, as it is through verbal expression that they try and test their unique views of the world. However, these children sometimes have a tendency to speak their mind without considering the impact it can have on others, and can find it very difficult to understand that not everyone shares their beliefs, ideals and convictions. While they are inspired by open-minded people that help them to see the ‘big picture’, they can develop a short temper at an early age when faced with people they believe to be ignorant. This is rooted in their humanitarian nature, and is the aspect of their character that often leads them to professions in which they challenge unjust authority. In order that they can develop these qualities in a balanced way, it is important that they learn to detach from the ideals and choices of others, and are taught that different opinions aren’t necessarily indicative of ignorance or stubbornness.

Because these children simply cannot help but express their true thoughts and feelings, they make extremely trustworthy friends. As they grow older, they can develop a strong desire to become actively involved in various groups, movements or communities that inspire them. They love to get out into the world, learning and connecting with like-minded people and becoming active participants in the creation of a world they desire. Don’t be surprised if they also develop a keen interest in travel. In fact, of all the signs, the Chiron in Sagittarius is the most likely to jet off as soon as they old enough. They are also very connected to the animal kingdom and are the most likely to develop an interest in vegetarianism and veganism. As they get older and begin to question their future profession, these children can often develop interests in history, cultural studies, biology, chemistry, physics, sport science, meditation/yoga, veterinarian studies, economics, geography and geology; anything that can provide them with answers to the big questions in life!

The Chiron in Sagittarius child is driven to open up to the energetic forces around them. Working with divination cards is a great way to do this, especially those that are more shamanic or druidic in nature. This helps them to develop a deeper understanding of themselves, while at the same time opening them up to spiritual forces. The unification of these aspects helps them to build an understanding of the world that is unique to their perception; it confirms their thoughts and feelings, supporting them to see the value in their own perception and understanding, while also supporting them to remain open and aware.
This allows them to make the shifts in consciousness necessary for them to understand their own truth, giving them the tools to live their own belief system.

**CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN SAGITTARIUS PROCEDURE**

There are seven meditations from the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication that are very effective in supporting the Chiron in Sagittarius wounding. The **Horse** meditation releases feelings of anxiety and restriction; the **Magic Mountain** meditation gives them the endurance to follow their passion and complete goals; the **Animal Magic** meditation enhances their connection to the animal kingdom and to the art of divination; the **Temple, Magic Well, and Pyramid** meditations inspire positive thoughts in their search for heightened awareness, faith and truth; and the **Spaceship** meditation supports the expansion of consciousness.

**PROCEDURE**

The following procedure will help your Chiron in Sagittarius child to energetically connect to the Earth for grounding, physical and emotional healing, and the awakening of new levels of awareness.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, “Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and grounded”. Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, “Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body.” As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.
3. Sense or see a big **SILVER** diamond appearing around their body, connecting them to the Earth and its grid. Feel them come into a state of balance.

4. Sense or feel a **SILVER** heart symbol appearing over and around their heart chakra, situated in the centre of their chest. Now set the intent for a **SILVER OM** symbol to be placed into their heart centre. Feel this vibration activating the chakra, healing their mind, body and spirit.

5. Now ask for the frequencies of the Chiron in Sagittarius crystals to come through; **BLUE HOWLITE**, **MALACHITE**, **AMBER** and **LAPIS LAZULI**. Sense the energy beginning to shift as these crystals resonate throughout your child’s body and consciousness. They are supporting a reconnection to the Earth and her kingdoms for the awakening of new levels of awareness. They create a deeper connection to the spiritual forces of the Universe.

6. Now say to your child, “**You connect to all the magical properties of the Earth. You explore and awaken. The mysteries are revealed. You find truth**”.

7. Continue by grounding them into the Earth. To do this, draw a **SILVER** line of force from the bottom of each foot into their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. They feel safe and connected to the Earth.
8. Complete by seeing blue TIGER’S EYE crystal being placed into the Earth Star chakra. This will connect them to the changing grid, allowing flexibility, stability and exploration to anchor into their reality, and creating a sense of expanded awareness. Say to your child, “Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready”.

THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN SAGITTARIUS

On a universal level, Chiron in Sagittarius is teaching us to balance and work through our lower I AM, (delegated by the lower chakras), sustaining our needs within the physical reality. It also activates our higher I AM, (delegated by the upper chakras), sustaining our consciousness within the coexisting spiritual reality.

It is encouraging us to begin living through Divine Will, and in a higher state of consciousness that utilises both hemispheres of the brain, enhancing the external and internal senses. It heightens our perception so we can not only feed our Earthly needs, but also our spiritual growth.

It instils in us a humanitarian nature, and opens us up to the diversity of different cultures, religions and belief systems. It also connects us to the sacred sites and spiritual practices of the world, opening us up to healing through a divine connection to Spirit. Chiron in Sagittarius has, throughout history, held a space for explorers, visionaries, historians, anthropologists, theologians and those who push the boundaries of physical endurance.

At its core, Chiron in Sagittarius inspires the human spirit to evolve in consciousness while in physical embodiment. It connects the Higher Self to the energetic system of the body, including the chakras and the kundalini. Through the Chiron in Sagittarius influence, humanity can begin to establish a spiritual existence in the physical reality, and embrace a sense of oneness with all things. It is instrumental to the anchoring of Christ Consciousness.
CHIRON IN PISCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>WOUNDING</th>
<th>GIFT</th>
<th>ASSOCIATED MASTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I RECONNECT</td>
<td>SPIRITUAL SACRIFICE</td>
<td>FAITH</td>
<td>LADY NADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHIRON IN PISCES READING

*Faith is not religious in nature. It is a spiritual connection, felt on a cellular level, that is not externalised on the mental plane, but lived, experienced and embodied.*

If Chiron falls in Pisces in your chart, you bear the pain of disconnection from Spirit or the divine aspect of self that was established at the time of your separation from the God/Goddess. Fundamentally speaking, there is a wounding in your faith. This wounding compels you to embrace the power and properties of the Feminine Principle, to release fear, and to awaken the psyche.

The Chiron in Pisces possesses a lack of faith, not only in themselves, but also in others and the Universe. This can cause you to take things personally and to feel responsible for others, making you feel resentful and victimised, and creating feelings of betrayal, suffering and martyrdom. Because you feel so deeply you can find it difficult to forgive and to release hurt caused by circumstances and relationships in your life. This can make you distrustful, and can cause you to become embedded in the role of ‘victim’. These feelings compel you to reignite your faith and trust.

The Chiron in Pisces has usually made sacrifices for their beliefs in past lives, and has gone through such extreme tests of faith that they now feel the fear of reconnecting to it once again. These past life wounds are usually related to feelings of abandonment by the God/Goddess at times of spiritual sacrifice. One profound example of this is the events that played out for Joan of Arc at the time of her inquisition and execution. You may have suffered at the hands of others or religious institutions because of your spiritual devotion and the gifts it offered. You may also carry a deep cellular wound established at the time of your original incarnation in matter, when you disconnected from Spirit or the Light.

Because of the past life memories you hold you can experience conflicting feelings regarding your spirituality.
You may view it as a blessing, and at other times, a curse; it may sometimes feel like a burden, and at other times, a joyful act of service. You may also feel deeply forsaken by Spirit, which can manifest as a fear of the unknown.

On the other hand, you may have a strong desire to find your faith and resurface the gifts you once held, though you will often find that you will have to make sacrifices in order to follow your spiritual path. The duality of this internal struggle is symbolised by the two Piscean fish, swimming with and against each other at the same time.

This underlying current of karmic pain can trigger circumstances that make you feel betrayed by others or by a belief you hold dearly. These experiences are catalysts for the awakening of past life memories. They trigger feelings of abandonment, distrust, judgement, betrayal or sacrifice, sometimes causing you to shut down your emotions and become fearful of life itself. However, once you open your heart and overcome resentment, fear and pain, your faith and trust in relationships, Spirit and humanity will emerge. When healed, the Chiron in Pisces wound offers joy in service, a unique connection to energy and deep spiritual meaning.

As you are triggered to heal this wound, you may encounter health crises and challenges in your family unit that compel you to fight for your truth. It’s likely that you will undergo a series of events that cause you to slowly awaken subconscious feelings of longing, or a lack of emotional fulfilment that you do not understand. As you work through these circumstances you re-establish your connection to Spirit, enabling you to identify with your true beliefs so you may overcome feelings of emptiness.

Whatever the tests of faith you encounter in this lifetime, know that deep within the soul of every Chiron in Pisces is the memory of being connected to the love and power of Spirit. Every trial and tribulation is a time of surrender that allows you to reconnect with home. The key is to have the courage to be yourself, to utilise your spiritual gifts, and to live your belief system or truth without fearing loss or criticism from others. It is at these times that divine healing is created, a blessing given by Spirit when you have the courage to heal.

Those with Chiron in Pisces need to follow their intuition and inspiration, and must endeavour to understand the deeper motivations of the human spirit and the Universe. Holding onto resentment regarding matters of the heart, or disillusionment regarding your faith, restricts you from reconnecting to the Universe and the spiritual potential you hold. Rather than turning your back on others and your beliefs, and feeling the need to sacrifice yourself, Chiron in Pisces compels you
to see the divine synchronicity in your life. The Universe works in mysterious ways and your path is divinely-orchestrated for you in this incarnation.

When you reconnect to your faith, you become enriched on a core level, and are able to live and experience the gifts it provides. You become a spiritual instrument or channel to support others in their reconnection to the spiritual planes. You help them to establish faith so they too can feel the blessings Spirit bestows.

**CHIRON IN PISCES DECREE**

Lady Nada resonates the Ray of spiritual reconnection, purification and enlightenment.

**LADY NADA**

*I SURRENDER TO THE ILLUMINATED PRESENCE OF LADY NADA.*

*THROUGH HER...*

*I AM PURIFIED OF ALL PAIN;*

*I AM FILLED WITH PURE ENERGY AND STILLNESS;*

*I AM CONNECTED TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE;*

*I AM INSTILLED WITH FAITH AND TRUST.*

*THROUGH THE GRACE OF LADY NADA I MANIFEST AND RADIATE MY DIVINE SELF ON EARTH.*

*I NOW EMBODY MY DIVINE PRESENCE. MY LIGHT SHINES OUT INTO THE WORLD.*

**CHIRON IN PISCES PROCEDURE**

Before commencing the procedure, go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the Light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

1. Sense or feel a **SILVER** pentagram being placed around the body. Feel yourself connect to the Earth and Cosmic Grid for the five elements - earth, air, fire, water and ether - to filter into your body and consciousness. Feel the elements support the healing necessary for you to embody your Higher Self.
2. Set the intent to open your heart chakra. To do this, bring your hands over your heart chakra, situated at the centre of your chest area. Without touching the body, feel your hands energetically tap the heart chakra, then sweep them away from the body. Feel all painful emotions release.

3. Sense or feel a *SILVER* heart symbol appearing over and around your heart chakra. Then set the intent for a *SILVER OM* symbol to be placed into your heart centre. Feel it connect you to Gaia and all her magical kingdoms to support the healing of your mind, body and soul.

4. Sense a large crystalline cross appearing over your body, the centre of it sitting at your heart chakra. See it reflect a pure white glow.
5. Now set the intent to connect to the Holy Grail Point, energetically located in the centre of your heart chakra, between the first and second chambers. Activate the point. To do this, point to it and say in your mind’s eye, "I ask that genetic pain stored within my DNA be released from my body and consciousness. I ask for divine healing so I may reawaken my faith, gifts and talents. I ask to connect to my oversoul for the embodiment of my Higher Self. I embody the Light and the essence of Spirit while on Earth."

6. Starting at your feet and moving upwards, visualise a PINK colour and vibration resonating throughout your whole body. See it extend out into your auric field, 60 inches beyond the body. Your nervous system rejuvenates and your fears are released. You feel love in your heart.

7. Complete by grounding back into the Earth. To do this, draw a SILVER line of force from the bottom of each foot into your Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath your feet. Feel safe and connected to the Earth.

8. Give yourself a few minutes to come back into consciousness after running this procedure. Be open to healing changes that will come through for you.
### CHILDREN’S CHIRON IN PISCES READING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
<th>AFFIRMATION</th>
<th>CRYSTALS</th>
<th>ANIMAL MAGIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SENSITIVITY, FAITH &amp; TRUST</td>
<td>“I am filled with love, trust and faith.”</td>
<td>HERKIMER DIAMOND</td>
<td>DOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLACK STAR SAPPHIRE</td>
<td>BEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANGEL AURA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WHITE &amp; PINK PEARLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOVE</td>
<td>BEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chiron in Pisces children are very sensitive, caring and intuitive. They are deep thinkers and will often spend much time daydreaming. They have an acute awareness of something beyond this world and able to comprehend the vastness of existence. These children search for meaning and to understand the energetic and spiritual aspects of nature. They are born with an almost philosophical, inquisitive and sometimes psychic perspective or sense of awareness. As they grow, they feel compelled to connect to the energetic nature of the Universe and to the forces that sustain faith.

Those born under this Chironic placement seem to be caught between the physical and the spiritual planes. These children feel compelled to find answers, to discover their faith and truth, and to embody the gifts that faith bestows. They possess a unique perception, and can develop interests that centre on the metaphysical. As they search for meaning, these children can become inquisitive about space and the afterlife, and are drawn to books, movies and games about the ethereal realms of fairies and angels, as well as galactic worlds. Don’t be surprised if you hear them ask:

*Does God exist?*

*What happens when we die?*

*Is there a heaven?*
Do angels exist?
What are stars?
How do I talk to my Guardian Angel?
How was the Earth created?
Are there other worlds out there?

They are often drawn to objects that offer spiritual protection, such as crystals, statues, mandalas and talismans. You may find that they will talk about people that are not there, or emotions you are experiencing that they are picking up on. For instance, you will often hear them say things like:

I saw my Guardian Angel when I was asleep.

Are you okay? I feel that you are sad.

I see colours around you.

That crystal just spoke to me.

It is very important that you do not go into fear when you hear the Chiron in Pisces child talk in this way. These children do not understand that others do not think, see and feel as they do. If they are not supported through their psychic opening, they can grow fretful and lonely, and can experience sudden grief.

Out of all the Chiron signs, these children are the most sensitive to energy and are the most connected to the Crystal Kingdom. Their sensitivity gives them compassion and enhanced intuitive abilities. Oversensitivity, however, can make them feel energetically impacted by the feelings of others. They can develop a tendency to want to ‘save’ those around them, causing them to sacrifice their own needs. Over time, this can become very draining, and can lead to feelings of anger and resentment. It is therefore important that these children learn to master their sensitivity so they can establish a positive relationship with their receptivity. Encourage them to release the burden of worry by processing with them when you sense they are concerned for others. This will enable them to support their loved ones without taking responsibility for them, a very important growth process that will ensure they feel joy in their future relationships.

The Chiron in Pisces child can be very intelligent, though they can be misunderstood as daydreamers or loners because they often choose to apply their mind to the interests of the soul, rather than the ego. Their conscious and subconscious mind is forever connecting the dots as they read, hear, see and interact with the world.
Until such time as they are appreciated for their depth of thought, some may become frustrated with the Chiron in Pisces child’s lack of interest, confusing it with stubbornness or defiance. If they apply their intellect to the interests of the heart, they will excel, and will become emotionally comfortable when interacting with others.

These children will usually show an interest in movies, games and books that centre on spiritual and fantasy worlds, including those that feature angels/demons, saints and elemental beings. They may also be attracted to entertainment that helps them understand the nature of the human heart and spirit, the meaning of life, or what exists beyond our world. This includes movies like Avatar and the Sixth Sense, and books/movies like Life of Pi, the Chronicles of Narnia, the Mists of Avalon, Harry Potter, and the Lord on the Rings trilogy. As small children they often create imaginative games where they can play with toys that resemble spiritual tools, such as bags with ‘fairy dust’, affirmation cards and crystals. As they enter their teen years, they often explore the belief systems of the world, from Orthodox Christianity right through the New Age practice. Whichever way they approach this search, it helps them to understand the spiritual forces of creation, beginning their quest to find their faith.

As the Chiron in Pisces child begins to establish their belief system, they are given the resources to utilise their inner knowing. Whichever field they move into as adults, they will encourage or inspire others to explore new frontiers of thought through their innate wisdom and understanding. This helps them to feel a heart connection with those in their lives. At its core, these children are a spiritual vessels for energy, truth and love.

**CHILDREN’S Chiron in Pisces Procedure**

The **Guardian Angel** and **Spaceship** meditations in the Transference Healing® Child of Light Meditations and Affirmations publication will help their imagination connect to the presence of divine beings and worlds, something that will give them great joy. To support them through fear and grief, and to help them establish their faith, the **Unicorn, Temple, Merlin and the Crystal Cave** and **Magic Well** meditations will be very effective.

Reviewing Chapter 7 will help you to understand their sensitivity and how they can be impacted by energy. It will help you create an energetic space that supports their physical and emotional wellness, as well as their personal and spiritual growth.
**PROCEDURE**

The following procedure with help your Chiron in Pisces child to connect to the Crystal Kingdom and the Light.

As your child will energetically respond to you when you run this procedure, it is important that you create stillness within yourself before commencing. Go into a meditative state by closing your eyes and connecting to your heart centre. Still your mind and feel the tension leave your body. Ask any thoughts that come up to be released to the light. Once you have reached a state of stillness, open your eyes and begin the procedure on your child. Each step should take about a minute to complete.

*If the child is too young to understand instruction, you may perform this procedure while they are asleep.*

1. Begin the procedure by softly saying to your child, *“Close your eyes and become very still. Relax your mind and body. Let yourself feel calm and safe”*. Repeat these instructions if your child is finding it difficult to settle.

2. Now, set the intent to bring through radiant WHITE LIGHT. Say, *“Now feel radiant white light coming up from the Earth and down from the heavens. Feel it wash over your whole body”*. As you say this, see, sense or feel white light spreading throughout their body, purifying all negative and stressful feelings, and uplifting their vibration.

3. Sense or see a big **SILVER** diamond appearing around their body, connecting them to Earth and its grid.

4. Sense or feel a **SILVER** heart symbol appearing over and around their heart chakra, situated in the centre of their chest. Then set the intent for a **SILVER** cross to be placed into their heart centre. Feel this vibration activating the chakra, healing their mind, body and spirit.

5. Now ask for the frequencies of the Chiron in Pisces crystals to come through; **HERKIMER DIAMOND**, **BLACK STAR SAPPHIRE**, **PINK AND WHITE PEARLS** and **ANGEL AURA**. Sense the energy beginning to shift as these crystals resonate throughout your child’s body and consciousness.
They are supporting trust and faith to awaken within their heart and soul.

6. Continue by grounding them into the Earth. To do this, draw a **SILVER** line of force from the bottom of each foot into their Earth Star chakra, six inches beneath their feet. They feel safe and connected to the Earth.

7. Say to your child, "**Feel yourself coming back now. Open your eyes when you’re ready**".

---

**THE UNIVERSAL TEACHING OF CHIRON IN PISCES**

On a universal level, Chiron in Pisces is calling us to go beyond the distractions of the ego and into the depths of the unknown. It supports us to find meaning by reaching states of consciousness that allow us to learn from the Universe and the mysteries hidden within us. This wisdom will awaken truth and establish a universal faith or belief system on Earth, uniting all religions, philosophies and teachings so the human spirit, body and consciousness can evolve and ascend into a higher vibration of love and light.

Chiron’s influence in Pisces creates a divine connection to the Universe, healing our disconnection from Spirit and each other. Through this we embrace unconditional love and awaken higher consciousness. This Chironic placement is also fundamental to the awakening of the Feminine Principle, so the nature of the psyche can be embraced within the heart and consciousness of humanity. It is through the psyche that the mind can retrieve the mysteries.
Its influence will enable us to make peace with all the great mysteries of life: God/Goddess, death, passion, altered states of consciousness, and the origin of the human experience. It will be instrumental in restoring faith so all the gifts of Spirit can come into manifestation. This includes our ability to create divine healing, utilise our mind to create change and transformation, to heal our past and genetics, and to recode the DNA so we can transition into a new and more illuminated state of being. Through the Chiron in Pisces influence, all of humanity will be reborn, a process necessary for us to evolve into Christ Consciousness as we make this transition into the New Age.

THE CHIRON IN PISCES INFLUENCE AT THIS TIME

Each Chironic transit impacts the change and growth experienced by humanity during its rule. Chiron in Pisces began a huge universal transition of influence in 2010, which aside from two short periods in Aquarius and Aries, will dominate our planet’s healing and growth for nearly a decade.

It was under the Chiron in Pisces influence that humanity experienced a global rebirth and entered into the Age of Aquarius. At this time the world completed a huge cycle of evolution, and moved beyond a third dimensional reality into the fifth dimension. This is explained further in Chapters 3 and 5. The Chiron in Pisces influence is crucial to the awakening of human consciousness so we can take a quantum leap in our evolutionary process and master this global transition.

Regardless of what your personal Chiron sign is, all of humanity will be under the influence of Chiron in Pisces throughout this period. Furthermore, all children born during the time we entered into the fifth dimension were born with this Chiron wounding. The Crystal Children being born at this time have a unique connection to energy, crystals and the Universe. They sustain faith and a level of consciousness that reaches beyond what most can comprehend at this time. They can access universal energy and knowledge, which offers them a deeper understanding of the nature of our existence. They are born with faith in their heart, something all of humanity will come to access as we awaken.

These children embody strength of conviction and the determination to live in truth. They hold a space for others to connect with the universal faith now coming into manifestation.
This belief system is supporting the birthing of Christ Consciousness back into the heart and mind of humanity, a state of consciousness everybody will evolve into as they awaken and live within the fifth dimension. Throughout this millennium, all incarnated beings will evolve into a higher level of consciousness as they make a personal connection to the energetic system of the Universe and absorb its elemental teachings. Science will come to comprehend the nature of Spirit, and how it creates alchemy/healing and light technology by transforming elements and compounds within us. This will enable us to evolve into the Adam Kadmon body and live within a higher vibration.
Completion Ritual

To complete this chapter, run your finger from right to left across the sacred symbols below. With your action and intent, the sacred vibrations of this procedure will assist you to integrate the energies from this chapter.
In this new and expanded edition of “BEYOND DOORWAYS: The Mysteries Revealed”, Alexis Cartwright offers a personal and channelled perspective on the divine and alchemical teachings relevant to our healing and enlightenment journey.

This information is as profound as it is timely. As you read, you initiate frequency changes within your body and consciousness. You also gain an in-depth understanding of the changes occurring in your reality at this critical time of ascension. Most importantly, this book provides you with powerful tools that can assist you to raise your vibration, self-master and co-create your reality. It provides a template through which you can integrate with the new, fifth dimensional world.

The sacred knowledge revealed in this book explores:

• Information about our planet and Global Grid Matrix, our origin, and the light technology that sustains our holographic and evolving reality.
• The intricate technology and healing powers of crystals.
• The astrological events and alchemical changes that initiated our transition into the fifth dimension.
• How alchemical changes are supporting the evolutionary process of the DNA, Adam Kadmon body, and lightbody.
• The healing impact of Chiron, accompanied by personal astrological readings and self-healing practices.
• Transference Healing® procedures that work with the body and consciousness in support of healing and ascension.
• The powers of alchemy, the Feminine Principle and the Goddess, for the awakening of the psyche and the birthing of spiritual empowerment.
• The technology involved in the creation of our Universe, and the universal forces that orchestrate our existence, evolution and expansion.
• The changes that will occur throughout the New Age or fifth dimensional reality.
• The nature of Crystal Children, children who are being born at this time of global enlightenment. These children hold a unique consciousness, and attributes that are of a fifth dimensional frequency.
• The Ascended Masters supporting our self-mastership journey.
• The teachings of the Celestial Christ, and the technology of the Christbody and Consciousness.
• Interdimensional realities that coexist with us in support of ascension: Lyra, Arcturus, Sirius, Orion and Pleiades.
• The mystery schools of the past, including those of Lemuria and Atlantis.